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The Singapore Convention on Mediation: A Framework for the Cross-Border Recognition and Enforcement of Mediated Settlements

Timothy Schnabel*

I. INTRODUCTION

The Singapore Convention on Mediation (also known as the United Nations Convention on International Settlement Agreements Resulting from Mediation) is a new multilateral treaty developed by the U.N. Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL). The Convention provides a uniform, efficient framework for the recognition and enforcement of mediated settlement agreements that resolve international, commercial disputes—akin to the framework that the 1958 New York Convention provides for arbitral awards.1 The text of the Convention was finalized by UNCITRAL on June 25, 2018 and was adopted by the U.N. General Assembly on December 20, 2018.2 The Convention will open for signature on August 7, 2019.3 Unlike

* J.D., Yale Law School. Although the author proposed and negotiated this Convention on behalf of the United States, this article expresses his personal views and should not be read as representing the views of the U.S. Department of State. The author would like to thank Natalie Morris-Sharma, Corinne Montineri, Itai Apter, Johan Tufte-Kristensen, Héctor Flores Senties, Khory McCormick, and Don Wallace for their comments on earlier drafts of this article. Any remaining errors are attributable solely to the author and most likely result from his failing to adequately respond to all of the helpful comments provided by the Chair, the Secretary of Working Group II, the distinguished delegates from Israel, Denmark, Mexico, and Australia, and the distinguished observer from the International Law Institute. The author would also like to thank Carson W. Bennett and the rest of the staff of the Pepperdine Dispute Resolution Law Journal for their diligent work in preparing this article for publication.

3 The treaty’s designation as the “Singapore” Convention was based on the location of the planned signing ceremony, which Singapore offered to host. See Singapore Convention art. 1(1) (designating Singapore as the location at which the Convention will open for signature). However, both the title of the Convention and UNCITRAL’s acceptance of the offer to host the signing
the other primary international organizations that develop commercial law treaties, UNCITRAL does not commission official commentaries or explanatory reports for the treaties it produces. This article aims to fill this gap by providing an explanation of the key provisions of the Convention based on the records of the negotiations and the firsthand experiences of the author in proposing and participating in the negotiations.

Section II of this article provides a brief overview of the purposes and goals of the Convention, followed by a summary of the course of the negotiations in Section III. Section IV addresses some significant issues that were debated in UNCITRAL but that did not ultimately find their resolutions explicitly addressed in the text of the Convention. The remaining sections address the main legal rules of the Convention: the scope of the Convention (Section V), the Convention’s formality requirements and procedures (Section VI), the main obligations of Parties to the Convention (Section VII), the grounds on which a court (or other “competent authority” applying the Convention, such as a bailiff in a civil law system) can refuse to recognize or enforce a mediated settlement (Section VIII), declarations available under the Convention (Section IX), and issues related to supra- and sub-national legal systems (Section X).

II. PURPOSES OF THE CONVENTION

The primary goal of the Convention is to promote the use of mediation for the resolution of cross-border commercial disputes, as mediation is seen as not only a faster, less expensive form of dispute resolution but also as more likely to preserve commercial relationships. The lack of a cross-border mechanism for giving legal effect to mediated settlement agreements is said to be a significant barrier to the willingness of some companies to use mediation; a significant amount of time and energy might be needed in order to reach an agreement, and if the other party later fails to perform, the

ceremony should be seen as an expression of delegates’ appreciation for the outstanding job done by the Singaporean chair of the negotiations, Natalie Morris-Sharma.


5 See, e.g., interventions of the United States and Belarus, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: U.N. Comm’n on Int’l Trade Law, 48th Session, July 2, 2015, 9:30-12:30, https://icms.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/unictral/speakerslog/3e4531b-7187-411e-a063-27b8e1be546. The General Assembly has also noted that it produces savings for states in the administration of justice. G.A. Res. 57/18, U.N. Doc. A/Res/57/18 (Jan. 24, 2003). Note that most of the citations in this article to the travaux of the Convention direct the reader to the publicly-available audio recordings of the negotiations rather than to the published reports of the Working Group or the Commission, as those reports provide much less useful detail regarding the discussions. In many cases, the interventions cited in this article were not the only statements that delegations made on particular issues; rather, the cited interventions are those deemed most relevant to the points being discussed.
company seeking compliance would essentially have to start over in litigation or arbitration. Particularly for the many disputes arising out of alleged breaches of contract, mediation may be less attractive if even a successful mediation would simply result in another contract that would have to be enforced through normal contract litigation.

UNCITRAL was presented with evidence that mediated settlements are seen as harder to enforce internationally than domestically, which was said to disincentivize the use of mediation in cross-border disputes. Many companies find it hard to convince their business partners in some jurisdictions to engage in mediation based on views that it lacks a stamp of international legitimacy like that which the New York Convention has given to arbitration since 1958. Thus, the proponents of developing the Convention expressed a hope that it will be able to give mediation the same type of boost that arbitration received from the New York Convention. The development of the Convention was said to be deemed critical by the international business community. In particular, a new framework was seen as necessary to combat the perception that if a company successfully mediates a contract law

---


7 Proposal by the Government of the United States: Future Work for Working Group II, U.N. Doc. A/CN.9/822, at 3 (June 2, 2014), http://legal.un.org/docs?symbol=A/69/9/822 [hereinafter U.S. Proposal]; see also GUIDE TO ENACTMENT AND USE OF THE MODEL LAW ON INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL CONCILIATION, ¶ 87 (2002), www.uncitral.org/pdf/english/texts/arbitration/ml-conc03-90953 E-book.pdf, [hereinafter Guide to Enactment and Use] ("Many practitioners have put forward the view that the attractiveness of conciliation would be increased if a settlement reached during a conciliation would enjoy a regime of expedited enforcement or would, for the purposes of enforcement, be treated as or similarly to an arbitral award.").


dispute, but the other party to the settlement fails to comply, the company is worse off than if it had not attempted mediation in the first place; having spent time and money on mediation, the company would still have to litigate a contract law dispute over the settlement agreement.\footnote{\textsuperscript{12}}

Notably, the Convention was not designed to provide enforceability for settlement agreements that otherwise would not have been enforceable at all,\footnote{\textsuperscript{13}} but rather to provide a framework for enforcement (and also for recognition, as discussed in Section VII infra) that would be more efficient than litigation under contract law. Some delegates cited many experiences where cross-border litigation resulted from a party’s failure to comply with a settlement.\footnote{\textsuperscript{14}} Yet although the Convention should provide significant benefits to parties who have to seek relief in court, its main goal is to provide an incentive to mediate in the many cases in which mediation might otherwise not be attempted.\footnote{\textsuperscript{15}} Ideally, the Convention will rarely need to be invoked in court, as in most cases, parties will abide by the mediated settlements they conclude.\footnote{\textsuperscript{16}}

III. COURSE OF THE DEBATE IN UNCITRAL

Work on a mediation convention was proposed by the United States at the 2014 Commission session, as UNCITRAL’s Working Group II was completing its efforts to address transparency in treaty-based investor-state arbitration.\footnote{\textsuperscript{17}} After brief consideration, UNCITRAL delegated consideration


\footnote{\textsuperscript{13}}See, e.g., Guide to Enactment and Use, supra note 7, at ¶ 89.


\footnote{\textsuperscript{15}}See, e.g., intervention of the International Mediation Institute (IMI), in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 65th Session, Sept. 22, 2016, 14:00-17:00, https://icms.unuw.org/CarbonWeb/public/unctral/speakerslog/aaa6b023-c7a3-461a-a4c2-47e28679fbd7.


of the topic to Working Group II, assigning it to discuss the matter at its February 2015 session.18

The project did not get off to an auspicious start. Based on the first day of discussion in the Working Group, the chair19 assessed that the group did not have a great prospect of arriving at consensus on the desirability of work on this topic.20 Sobering views dominated the discussion, e.g., a prediction that development of a convention would take many years,21 and fears that even if UNCITRAL did spend years working on the project, that work would be no more successful than prior efforts to address the issue in the context of UNCITRAL’s development of the Model Law on International Commercial Conciliation22 (which did not include substantive provisions on enforcement procedures, despite efforts to address the topic).23 In the end, the Working Group did request a mandate from the Commission to work on the topic, but did not commit to developing any particular form of instrument.24 Instead, a broad mandate was granted that enabled the Working Group to determine for itself the proper outcome for its deliberations.

At the Commission meeting that summer, the tone was far more positive, with most states viewing work in this area as being promising and worthwhile. The only strong opposition to authorizing work on the topic came from the European Union and some of its member states. The European Union stated that it saw no evident need for harmonization on the topic and opined that

24 See Working Group II Feb. 2015 report, supra note 19, at ¶ 59 (noting the possibility of preparing “a convention, model provisions or guidance texts”).
finding agreement on a harmonized approach—beyond the model law’s decision to leave the issue of enforcement to domestic law—was unrealistic.\textsuperscript{25} This skepticism from the European Union continued into the negotiations.\textsuperscript{26} Nevertheless, the Commission authorized work to begin at the fall 2015 session of Working Group II.\textsuperscript{27}

The Working Group focused on the mediation project for six sessions; most of the sessions were one week long, although the Working Group was given an extra week for its session in the fall of 2016.\textsuperscript{28} Natalie Morris-Sharma from Singapore chaired all six sessions.\textsuperscript{29} Although the United States and Israel proposed some initial draft provisions for a convention at the first session,\textsuperscript{30} the Working Group did not decide that its work would take the shape of a convention until its fourth session of work.\textsuperscript{31} That session, in February 2017, was the key turning point in the negotiations; after many hours of substantive discussions, the time was ripe for development of a compromise package that tied a number of divisive issues together. At the end of the morning session on February 7th, the chair requested that

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[\textsuperscript{26}] See, e.g., intervention of the European Union, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Arbitration and Conciliation), 64th Session, Feb. 2, 2016, 15:00-18:00, https://iisms.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncitralspeakerslog/35633c76-b3fd-4a5e-ac66-c342783e6ebf (noting skepticism regarding the project and doubting that an instrument is desirable).
\item[\textsuperscript{31}] Working Group II Feb. 2017 report, supra note 29, at ¶ 13.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
delegations continue informal consultations over the lunch break.\textsuperscript{32} When
the afternoon session resumed two hours later, Israel presented a proposal on
behalf of interested delegations that had developed it during the break.\textsuperscript{33} The
compromise package addressed five issues, the resolutions of which were seen
as interconnected, in what was described as a dramatic breakthrough.\textsuperscript{34}

First, as described in Section VII \textit{infra}, the Convention would not use the
term “recognition,” but instead would functionally describe (in Article 3(2))
the aspect of recognition that needed to be included—i.e., the ability to use a
mediated settlement as a complete defense in domestic legal proceedings.\textsuperscript{35}
Second, as described in Section V(D)(2) \textit{infra}, mediated settlement
agreements that could be enforced as judgments or arbitral awards would be
excluded from the scope of the Convention. Third, as explained in Section IX
\textit{infra}, the Convention would apply to mediated settlement agreements by
default, but each state would be given the option of making a declaration to
the effect that it would only apply the Convention to mediated settlement
agreements to which the disputing parties affirmatively opted to have the
Convention apply. Fourth, as described in Section VIII(H) \textit{infra}, the Convention
would include, as among its Article 5 grounds for refusal, two
situations in which a court could refuse to grant relief based on misconduct
by the mediator. Finally, as discussed in Section IV \textit{infra}, the Working Group
would develop both a Convention and a model law simultaneously; this
approach broke new ground for UNCITRAL, which previously had never
developed two such instruments as a package. This set of compromises was
quickly endorsed by a number of delegations; although its contents did not
match what any delegation would have preferred, it provided a basis to move
forward.\textsuperscript{36} The Working Group continued to discuss the compromise
proposal throughout the rest of that week. Although the February 9th session

\textsuperscript{32} See intervention of the Chair, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute
Settlement), 66th Session, Feb. 7, 2017, 10:00–13:00,
cbc98b2b275.
\textsuperscript{33} See interventions of the Chair and Israel, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group
II (Dispute Settlement), 66th Session, Feb. 7, 2017, 15:00–18:00,
https://icsm.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncitral/speakerslog/2332b2b3-282e-4473-8396-
a949d51f011b.
\textsuperscript{34} See intervention of Israel, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute
Settlement), 66th Session, Feb. 7, 2017, 15:00–18:00,
https://icsm.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncitral/speakerslog/2332b2b3-282e-4473-8396-
a949d51f011b; Working Group II Feb. 2017 report, supra note 29, at \S 52.
\textsuperscript{35} Accordingly, other articles of the Convention, such as Articles 1 and 4, would not only avoid
the term “recognition” but would also not refer to “enforcement.” The Article 3(2) formulation used
to functionally describe “recognition” was too unwieldy to replicate in other articles, but referring to
“enforcement” alone in other articles would risk the implication that recognition was not covered.
Thus, other articles of the Convention simply refer to “relief” rather than “recognition and
enforcement.”
\textsuperscript{36} See, e.g., interventions of the United States, the European Union, Israel, Australia, the
Beijing Arbitration Commission (BAC), and the Republic of Korea, in UNCITRAL Audio
Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 66th Session, Feb. 7, 2017, 15:00–18:00,
https://icsm.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncitral/speakerslog/2332b2b3-282e-4473-8396-
a949d51f011b.
was cancelled due to a blizzard, many delegations met anyway to continue working on refining some of the compromise language. At the end of the week, the compromise package was accepted by the Working Group, and was endorsed by the Commission in the summer of 2017.

After this breakthrough, the Working Group only needed two more sessions to complete its efforts. The Convention was finalized by the Commission on June 25, 2018, including a recommendation that it should open for signature in Singapore in August 2019.

IV. NON-TEXTUAL ISSUES RESOLVED IN THE NEGOTIATIONS

Before addressing the structure and contents of the Convention itself, it will be useful to explain several key issues that were not explicitly addressed in the text of the treaty, but that were discussed in the negotiations. First, as noted above, the form of the instrument was in doubt until the five-element compromise was assembled. Some delegations consistently advocated for a Convention from the beginning of the project. The International Mediation Institute cited a survey of various mediation users, most of whom opined that a Convention would make it easier for commercial parties to come to mediation in the first place. Some delegations also suggested that a non-binding instrument such as a model law would not be as effective in promoting

---

mediation or serving the needs of the users. However, other states were skeptical of a Convention, and argued that developing a binding instrument would be premature as mediation was still in its infancy in many states. This second argument was directly at odds with the primary motivation of the proponents who believed that an international framework was needed in order to encourage the further development of mediation in various jurisdictions. Eventually, some delegations suggested that both a Convention and a model law could be developed, as that would permit as many states as possible to use an UNCITRAL instrument on the subject, including those that deemed themselves not yet ready to join a Convention. This suggestion opened the door to the undertaking (unprecedented in UNCITRAL) of developing two forms of instrument in parallel.

Second, the Convention can be seen as creating a new category of legal instrument on the international plane, elevating what would otherwise be a mere contract to a sui generis status. In general, the Convention provides for international, mediated settlements to be treated in a manner comparable to arbitral awards. That this effect would occur was recognized early in the UNCITRAL discussions, and was controversial. Some delegations argued

48 In doing so, the Convention builds on the approach taken in jurisdictions (and arbitral institutions) where certain mediated settlements are explicitly treated as if they were arbitral awards. See Guide to Enactment and Use, supra note 7, at ¶ 91 (citing Bermuda’s Arbitration Act 1986 and India’s Arbitration and Conciliation Ordinance, 1996, arts. 73-74, as examples of laws treating mediated settlements as arbitral award’s); CAL. CIV. PRO. § 1297.401; TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE ANN. § 172.211; N.C. GEN. STAT. § 1-567.84; OHIO REV. CODE § 2712.87; ORE. REV. STAT. § 36.546; Korean Comm. Arb. Board, Domestic Arb. Rules, art. 18 3 (2011); Arb. Inst. of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce, Mediation Rules, art. 14 (2014). Importantly, though, the Convention severs the conceptual link to arbitration and establishes a mediated settlement as an international instrument in its own right rather than simply a simulacrum of an arbitral award.
49 See, e.g., intervention of France, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: U.N. Comm’n on Int’l Trade Law, 47th Session, July 9, 2014, 10:00–13:00,
that settlements are only contracts and should not be given a different status solely because they are mediated.50 The ability of disputing parties to convert a mediated settlement into an arbitral award (a “consent award” or “award on agreed terms”) was cited as an adequate workaround.51 Some delegations suggested that such processes suffice to ensure enforceability and that the conversion of settlements into awards under existing processes provided a “useful fiction” that ameliorated the need for a new approach.52

By contrast, others argued that disputing parties should not have to go through the elaborate exercise of converting a settlement into an award, and that they should not have to depend on finding (and hiring) an arbitrator willing to enter it as an award.53 One can also question how often parties who successfully mediate a dispute would want to suggest a risk of future noncompliance by seeking to have a settlement converted into an award while the disputing parties are still on good terms. Moreover, in many jurisdictions, whether the New York Convention would apply to all such consent awards is an open question.54 If an arbitration is only commenced once the parties have already reached a settlement, the requisite “differences” between the parties may no longer exist, thus suggesting that any resulting award would fall outside the scope of Article 1(1) of that treaty.55 Beyond these concerns about a legal gap, from a policy perspective, parties that prefer to use mediation should not be forced to engage in another form of alternative dispute resolution simply in order to receive equal legal protection of the outcome of the dispute resolution process.56


51 See id.


55 See, e.g., intervention of Thailand, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Arbitration and Conciliation), 62nd Session, Feb. 2, 2015, 15:00-18:00,
Thus, rather than forcing disputing parties to shoehorn their mediated settlements into the existing legal framework governing arbitration, the Convention accords a new status to mediated settlements in their own right. It converts what would otherwise be seen as purely a private contractual act into an instrument that can circulate under a legally-binding international framework, and provides an entitlement to privileged treatment in other states, similar to a judgment.\textsuperscript{57} Thus, under the Convention, settlements are no longer merely subject to contract law,\textsuperscript{58} although some aspects of contract law may remain relevant in certain situations\textsuperscript{59} (and, of course, a party could still seek to rely on contract law, as mediated settlements do not lose their status as contracts). Such an approach makes sense, as a mediated settlement should receive more deference than a normal contract, given that parties have likely already given up contractual rights in settling their dispute, and have spent time and money on the mediation.\textsuperscript{60} More importantly, in arbitration, the disputing parties consent only to the process for resolving their dispute, but not to the ultimate outcome, yet the agreement to arbitrate and the arbitral award—which otherwise would only be private acts governed by contract law—are given privileged status under the New York Convention.\textsuperscript{61} In mediation, by contrast, the parties have agreed to not only the process for resolving their dispute but also to the ultimate outcome—thus suggesting a far stronger justification for according a privileged status to the mediated settlement agreement.

A third issue debated but not explicitly addressed in the text of the Convention is the question of whether the Convention should cover elements of mediated settlements that provide for more than just monetary relief.\textsuperscript{62} Initially, the European Union wanted to restrict the project to pecuniary


\textsuperscript{59} See discussion infra Section VIII(B) (noting that under Article 5(1)(b)(i), many, but not all, aspects of the applicable contract law may be relevant to determining the validity of the mediated settlement agreement); infra note 97 (noting that under Article 7, disputing parties can still rely on more generous treatment for mediated settlement that may be provided under domestic law).


\textsuperscript{61} New York Convention arts. 2 & 3 (stating that Contracting States shall recognize agreements to arbitrate under Article 2, and shall recognize arbitral awards as binding and enforce them under Article 3).

settlements, but the Working Group rejected that idea. The Convention does not differentiate between the types of obligations that may be included within a mediated settlement. While a request to give effect to non-monetary obligations may present complicated issues to a court applying the Convention, such risks are also present for arbitral awards, if not likely to be as common. Moreover, arbitral awards on agreed terms are not seen as causing problems in this respect. Admittedly, parties can resolve a dispute by entering into a new commercial relationship, which would generally not be provided for in an award. Despite this risk, the room for creativity and innovative solutions is a main reason why mediation can be a more useful form of dispute settlement and is worth promoting. Limiting the application of the Convention to monetary elements of settlements would dramatically undermine the benefits of mediation. Non-monetary elements of mediated settlements were therefore described as critically important for the Convention to cover, and the Working Group was assured that companies understand the ability of courts to enforce particular terms serves as a limit on what would generally be put into a settlement. In other words, disputing parties who include creative, far-reaching obligations in their settlements bear the risk that courts may find it difficult to fashion appropriate orders. Excluding non-monetary obligations would also have caused problems in

63 See, e.g., intervention of the European Union, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Arbitration and Conciliation), 63rd Session, Sept. 8, 2015, 9:30-12:30, https://icms.unol.org/CarbWeb/public/uncitral/speakerslog/6a64b1e8-31e4-f4ba-9345-bb106ca53a2. Even the original proposal from the United States raised the question of whether the Convention should include limitations on the relief available in cases of long-term (or other non-monetary) obligations, although the United States did not pursue such limitations in the Working Group. See U.S. Proposal, supra note 7, at 5.


terms of any attempt to cover the residual monetary aspects of settlements, as those monetary aspects might not be amenable to being enforced in isolation (as the obligations might be intertwined), and most settlements include both pecuniary and non-pecuniary elements. Thus, the Working Group decided not to distinguish between the two types of obligations that may be found in mediated settlements in order to protect the flexibility of mediation and to preserve the settlement agreement in its entirety.

A fourth issue notable only for its omission from the text of the Convention is that of double exequatur. The Convention enables a mediated settlement to be directly presented for relief in any state that is a Party to the Convention. In the early discussions in UNCITRAL, some delegations suggested that approval by a national court or notary should be required before a mediated settlement could circulate to additional states under the Convention, or that the scope be limited to settlements that are enforceable in a particular state of origin, but these suggestions were not pursued. The Working Group wanted to avoid replicating the problems that arbitration faced prior to the New York Convention—i.e., the Geneva Convention approach that required double exequatur for arbitral awards—due to the fear of creating a system that would be so burdensome that parties would not want to use it. Additionally, as described further in Section V(B) infra, the Working Group determined that identifying a particular state of origin for a mediated settlement would be too difficult, particularly in an age when


mediated settlements can be made through electronic means.\textsuperscript{76} Nor does the mediation process itself necessitate the identification of a seat.\textsuperscript{77} Thus, the Working Group designed the Convention to provide a process that would be easy and fast, and not overly burdensome.\textsuperscript{78}

Finally, the Convention diverges from the New York Convention by only addressing the results of a dispute settlement process (i.e., mediated settlements), rather than also applying to agreements to enter into a dispute settlement process (i.e., agreements to mediate). Although the Working Group briefly discussed whether the Convention should address agreements to mediate, it quickly decided that doing so would unnecessarily complicate the work.\textsuperscript{79} The Convention also does not require the disputing parties to have had an agreement to mediate; the Convention applies regardless of whether the parties had a prior agreement or not.\textsuperscript{80} (At most, an agreement to mediate can be relevant to show that mediation occurred. \textit{See} Section VI \textit{infra}.) One consequence of this decision is that the scope of any agreement to mediate is also irrelevant for the application of the Convention; the eventual settlement agreement may address issues outside the scope of an agreement to mediate (as the disputing parties can resolve whatever differences they want at the time of the settlement), unlike the New York Convention’s requirement that an arbitral award only address issues within the scope of an agreement to arbitrate.\textsuperscript{81}

V. THE SCOPE OF THE CONVENTION

To fall within the scope of the Convention, a settlement agreement must meet several criteria; it must be mediated, international, and commercial, and must not be the subject of a specific exclusion.

\textsuperscript{76} \textit{See} intervention of Bulgaria, in UNCTRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Arbitration and Conciliation), 63rd Session, Sept. 9, 2015, 14:00-17:00, https://icms.unov.org/CarbonWeb/public/unctral/speakerslog/c0ba5de5-130e-4672-9ab8-2f514121df77.

\textsuperscript{77} \textit{See}, \textit{e.g.}, id.


\textsuperscript{81} \textit{See} intervention of India, in UNCTRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Arbitration and Conciliation), 62nd Session, Feb. 2, 2015, 15:00-18:00, https://icms.unov.org/CarbonWeb/public/unctral/speakerslog/b32a662a-2fa7-452a-9b04-9c4587c4e032; \textit{see also}, New York Convention art. 5(1)(c).
A. Mediated

The Convention draws on the Model Law on International Commercial Conciliation as the starting point for its definition of “mediation”: a process “whereby parties attempt to reach an amicable settlement of their dispute with the assistance of a third person or persons . . . lacking the authority to impose a solution upon the parties to the dispute.”82 Importantly, the name of the process does not matter: metaphysical distinctions between “mediation,” “conciliation,” and other types of processes (as various terms may be used in different legal cultures) are not relevant. The Convention uses a broad definition as an umbrella that can cover many types of processes. (Note that the term “conciliation” was used by UNCITRAL for most of the negotiations, as the earlier UNCITRAL instruments used that term. However, the Working Group eventually decided to use “mediation” in the final text, as it was seen as the more widely-used term.)83

During the negotiations, some delegations argued that the Convention should only cover mediation insofar as it qualifies as a “structured” process. These delegations not only wanted to distinguish mediated settlements from non-mediated settlements but also to exclude settlements resulting from an “informal” process,84 such as a process that happens in a pub,85 as opposed to those conducted in an “organized” manner.86 An alternative explanation given regarding the proposed requirement of a “structured” process was that mediation would only be covered if it took place within a domestic legal

---

82 Singapore Convention art. 2(3); see also intervention of the Chair, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Arbitration and Conciliation), 63rd Session, Sept. 7, 2015, 10:00-12:30, https://icms.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/unciall/speakerslog/889ae1b0-8725-4d14-96bd-d7be8c3db8e8; Model Law art. 1(3).
framework that regulates mediation, such as the Model Law\(^87\) (even though the Model Law, which reinforces the value of party autonomy, permits parties to alter its default rules).\(^88\)

Yet, despite repeated, lengthy discussions, the Working Group never received a satisfactory answer to what a “structured” process would be,\(^89\) and the requirement was not included in the Convention.\(^90\) The Working Group chose not to discourage mediation that occurs outside of an institution, nor to deviate other approaches (even mediation in a pub) that take advantage of the benefits of mediation being a flexible process. One delegation even said that the number one rule of mediation is that there are no rules, and that mediators are supposed to do whatever may be needed in the situation rather than impose a particular structure.\(^91\) Other delegations explained that the results of the mediation—a written agreement signed by the parties—should suffice to provide the requisite level of formality for a court to be confident in giving effect to the settlement regardless of the “structure” of the process.\(^92\)

Additionally, the definition makes clear that the basis on which mediation begins is not relevant.\(^93\) As under the Model Law, the mediation can be based

---


\(^{88}\) See intervention of the UNCITRAL Secretariat, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 65th Session, Sept. 14, 2016, 9:30-12:30, https://icms.un.org/CarbWeb/public/uncitralspeakerslog/f5c9b0e4-f5f4-4158-a198-d0e83b3ca93 (referring to Article 3 of the Model Law)


\(^{93}\) Cf. Model Law art. 1(8); intervention of the European Union, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 65th Session, Sept. 12, 2016, 14:00-17:00, https://icms.un.org/CarbWeb/public/uncitralspeakerslog/16f40a8-84d4-407a-a63b-06511666b249; intervention of the United States, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 65th Session, Sept. 14, 2016, 9:30-12:30,
on agreement between the parties before or after the dispute, a legal obligation, or a suggestion or direction from a court or arbitral tribunal, among other possibilities. Similarly, the parties could have entered mediation voluntarily, or they could have been mandated to mediate but voluntarily reached a settlement. The involvement of an administering institution is also irrelevant.

Thus, for a settlement to qualify as “mediated” for purposes of the Convention, the only requirement is that the disputing parties sought to reach an amicable settlement with the assistance of a third party who lacked authority to impose a solution. The last element in the definition does not exclude mediation in which the mediator could be converted into an arbitrator, as long as the mediator did not have authority to issue an arbitral award at the time of the mediation. By contrast, the definition generally would not cover a situation in which a judge acted as a mediator if that judge was also charged with deciding the dispute in the ongoing litigation; this restriction is necessary to avoid situations in which the judge could pressure parties into a settlement. However, if someone other than the judge mediates a dispute during litigation, a resulting settlement is still covered (except to the extent the settlement is converted into a judgment, as discussed in Section V(D)(2)(a) infra).

Per the Convention’s definition, the settlement has to “result” from mediation, but this rule should be seen as applying a very broad standard. No clear line was provided regarding how much involvement from a mediator is sufficient. The mediator does not have to be involved throughout the entire process; for example, if the parties have come to a resolution on most issues, the mediator can leave them to work out any remaining issues on their own even if the lingering issues take months longer to get resolved. Such a settlement would still be sufficiently “mediated” for purposes of the Convention. The definition could even cover situations in which a mediator simply helps the parties move forward on one contentious aspect, and then the parties resolve the rest themselves. Such a broad approach is consistent with

https://icms.unov.org/CarbonWeb/public/neutral/speakerslog/5f9b5d-5f54-4158-a198-d0ea83b39a3.

94 See Model Law art. 1(8).


97 Singapore Convention art. 2(3).

98 See, e.g., intervention of the Chair, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 68th Session, Feb. 5, 2018, 10:00-13:00, https://icms.unov.org/CarbonWeb/public/neutral/speakerslog/246cda76-da29-4e2a-6079-461d2d03d88c.

the policy motivating the Convention—i.e., the promotion of the use of mediation.\footnote{See Singapore Convention, at Preamble.} Generally, for a party to resist a request for relief under the Convention on the basis that the settlement did not “result” from the mediation, the party would need to demonstrate that fraud or collusion occurred in the other party’s attempt to portray a link between the dispute and an entirely unrelated mediation.\footnote{As the party seeking relief must provide “[e]vidence that the settlement resulted from mediation” in the forms listed in Article 4(1)(b), such evidence suffices to demonstrate that this requirement was met; the burden would be on the party resisting relief to demonstrate that the proffered evidence is not trustworthy.}

In any disputes regarding this issue or other elements of the Convention’s framework, the court where relief is sought would need to protect the confidentiality of the mediation process in accordance with applicable law. Thus, the court generally would not need to get into details of whether and to what extent the mediation was successful in developing the terms of the settlement, as such inquiries would undermine confidentiality, but would just need to be satisfied that the parties used mediation and a settlement resulted. (More generally, the Convention does not address confidentiality issues; the applicable domestic law would govern such evidentiary matters.)\footnote{See, e.g., interventions of France, Israel, India, Australia, and Pakistan, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 65th Session, Sept. 16, 2016, 14:00-17:00, https://icsm.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncital/speakerslog/aa756ca-e13e-49df-83f7-820bbefdf674.}

its first session to cover only mediated settlements, and this decision was never reversed. Most delegations wanted to require involvement of a third party in order to distinguish mediated settlements from ordinary contracts. No good reason was ever provided for not permitting states to extend the Convention via a declaration, particularly given that Article 7 already permits them to provide non-mediated settlements with identical treatment under domestic law.

The Working Group also discussed whether to include a requirement that the mediator be independent. However, this idea was not included in the Convention, as independence does not play the same role in mediation (where the settlement is agreed to by the parties) as it does in arbitration, and because including the requirement could risk generating unnecessary litigation. (For more discussion of the role of the mediator’s behavior and independence, see Section VIII(H) infra.) Similarly, the Working group briefly discussed requiring the mediator to meet certain qualifications, but that suggestion did not receive support.

---


107 See interventions of the United States, Canada, and France, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 65th Session, Sept. 22, 2016, 9:30-12:30, https://icims.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncitral/speakerslog/2b7d9b79-8733-43df-ad34-b2d9101f794f. The original United States proposal raised the question of whether the Convention needed rules designed to “avoid duplicative litigation caused by simultaneous attempts to enforce a settlement under the convention as well as under contract (or other) law,” but the United States did not pursue this issue. See U.S. Proposal, supra note 7, at 5. Notably, the Model Law does explicitly note the possibility for states to extend the scope of the framework to non-mediated settlements—one of several subtle but important differences between the two instruments.


B. International

In addition to being “mediated,” a settlement must be “international” to be covered by the Convention.112 Domestic and international settlements may not be analytically different in ways that would necessitate separate treatment at the stage of recognition and enforcement, but the Working Group nevertheless made a pragmatic decision to restrict the scope of the Convention to settlements that are in some sense international, in order to make it easier for countries to join the convention without requiring significant changes to their existing law addressing purely domestic settlements.113 However, in their domestic law, states could choose to apply the same standards to domestic settlements if they want.114

The settlement must be international at the time it was concluded, regardless of whether the relevant criteria would have been met earlier during the mediation or at the time relief is requested.115 Thus, for example, a settlement can be international even if the mediation itself would not have been international for purposes of the existing Model Law (such as if one of the parties moved its place of business during the mediation, thus creating an international aspect at that stage). Whether a mediated settlement is international will depend on the identity of the disputing parties.116 In most cases, the requirement will be met by the parties having their places of business in different states. If both parties have their places of business in one state, the mediated settlement can still qualify as international if that state is different from either the state where the obligations of the mediated settlement are to be performed or the state with which the subject matter of the mediated settlement is most closely connected.117

If a party has more than one place of business, the relevant state for the purpose of the Convention is the state with “the closest relationship to the dispute resolved by the settlement . . . having regard to circumstances known to or contemplated by the parties at the time of the conclusion of the

112 Singapore Convention art. 1(1).
117 Singapore Convention art. 1(1).
This approach is based on a similar rule in the Vienna Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG).\(^\text{118}\) If a party has no place of business, the relevant state is the party’s habitual residence, although this rule is unlikely to be practically relevant given that the Convention is limited to commercial, non-consumer disputes.\(^\text{119}\) Like the definition of “mediation,” the definition of “international” is based on the Model Law, but it omits other elements.\(^\text{120}\) Although the Model Law enables parties to a mediation to opt into being covered even if the “international” criterion is not otherwise met, that approach was seen as too broad for the Convention.\(^\text{121}\)

As noted above, a key feature of the Convention is that it does not attempt to incorporate the concept of a mediation seat.\(^\text{122}\) Because no particular state of origin is designated, the scope of the Convention could not be delineated by referring to whether relief is sought in a jurisdiction other than the mediated settlement’s state of origin. Many jurisdictions may be involved in one cross-border mediation.\(^\text{123}\) A particular dispute may involve parties that do business in two jurisdictions but are physically present in two other jurisdictions at the time of the mediation, with the mediator in a fifth jurisdiction, and with applicable law from a sixth state. Such a situation would provide no obvious answer to the question of which state the settlement is “from.” Thus, identifying a “seat” of the mediation, especially if the settlement is developed via email, would be unnecessarily difficult.\(^\text{124}\) Although the Working Group heard an early suggestion that the Convention should apply to “foreign” settlements, akin to the approach that the New York Convention takes for arbitral awards, that approach would have required identifying the state from which a settlement originates.\(^\text{125}\) Instead, the Working Group expressed a

---

\(^\text{118}\) Singapore Convention art. 2(1)(a).


\(^\text{120}\) Singapore Convention art. 2(1)(b).

\(^\text{121}\) See Model Law, supra note 23, at art. 1(4).

\(^\text{122}\) See, e.g., intervention of the Chair, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 65th Session, Sept. 14, 2016, 9:30-12:30, https://ims.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncitr/speakerslog/f5c9b0ea-5f54-4158-a198-d0e83b3c9a3 (finding, for example, that too broad a clause risked abuse).


desire to avoid replicating the “artificial” concept of the place of the arbitration and its consequences in terms of applicable law.\textsuperscript{127}

This decision had significant implications for other issues. Notably, neither the mediation nor the settlement has to comply with the domestic legal requirements of any particular state of origin in order to be covered by the Convention (e.g., domestic law requirements that the parties must use a locally-licensed mediator, a particular institution, or specific mediation rules), and no one state has the ability to set aside the settlement in a manner that would be binding on other jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{128} The mediator and the disputing parties would still be subject to any applicable legal regimes in their various jurisdictions, and they could be subject to other legal sanctions if they violate those requirements. Yet, such questions would not affect their ability to get the mediated settlement recognized and enforced under the Convention. Thus, a mediated settlement is essentially made a stateless instrument that is generally not subject to domestic law requirements, except insofar as the Convention permits a state to apply some domestic concepts and procedures when relief is requested (e.g., its rules of procedure for administering the request for relief, and the grounds for refusal in Article 5(2)).

C. Commercial

An international mediated settlement must also resolve a “commercial” dispute in order to fall within the scope of the Convention. The Working Group agreed at an early stage to restrict the scope of the Convention to commercial disputes; the only questions were whether and how to define that concept (e.g., an illustrative list such as the Model Law uses), and what exclusions to provide.\textsuperscript{129} As in the New York Convention, the concept is not defined here, but should be read in an equally broad manner.\textsuperscript{130} The scope of the term could thus include at least some investor-state disputes\textsuperscript{131} in areas

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{127} See, e.g., intervention of Bulgaria, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Arbitration and Conciliation), 63rd Session, Sept. 9, 2015, 14:00-17:00, https://icsm.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncitral/speakerslog/c0ba55e5-130e-4672-9ab8-2f514121df77.

\textsuperscript{128} Although the original United States proposal posed the question of whether the Convention would need to give effect to “an originating jurisdiction’s determination that a settlement agreement is not enforceable (similar to the New York Convention’s treatment of set-aside proceedings),” the United States did not pursue this issue in the Working Group. U.S. Proposal, supra note 7, at 5.


\textsuperscript{131} By contrast, although the draft Hague Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Judgments covers civil and commercial matters, it excludes public law matters, and thus would not cover any judgments resolving investor-state disputes, whether or not such judgments came from a “common court.” Compare Hague Conference on Private Int'l Law, 2018 DRAFT
\end{footnotesize}
such as construction or natural resource extraction. However, even if a dispute would otherwise qualify as commercial, a mediated settlement resolving the dispute will not fall within the scope of the Convention if one of the exclusions discussed in the next section applies.

D. Exclusions from Scope

1. Types of Disputes

Regardless of whether the other scope requirements are met, mediated settlements resolving consumer disputes are excluded from the Convention. The Working Group chose a formulation drawn from the CISG—i.e., disputes “arising from transactions engaged in by one of the parties (a consumer) for personal, family or household purposes.” The parenthetical reference to the term “consumer” was added as a clarification, as some delegations did not find “personal” to be sufficiently clear. By excluding consumer disputes, delegations sought to avoid the problems that UNCITRAL encountered in previous discussions in Working Group III’s project on online dispute resolution, which floundered due to diverging views regarding the ability of consumers to enter into pre-dispute agreements to arbitrate. Thus, Working Group II carved out consumer disputes at the beginning of its work, so as to avoid consumer protection issues.

Similarly, mediated settlements resolving disputes related to family law, employment law, or inheritance law are also excluded. Although these categories of disputes were seen as important, the Working Group viewed them as raising different issues than commercial disputes and as being sufficiently sensitive to merit exclusion. After an early agreement to
exclude family law,\textsuperscript{140} inheritance law was later added as a separate category, as it may be considered a family law matter in some legal cultures but not others.\textsuperscript{141} These exclusions not only ensured that UNCITRAL would avoid treading on the turf of the Hague Conference on Private International Law (which has done work on voluntary agreements in the family law context),\textsuperscript{142} but would exclude the categories of disputes in which fears of the disputing parties’ unequal bargaining power might make some states reluctant to apply the Convention.

2. Mediated Settlements Enforceable as Judgments or Awards

a. Judgments

Mediated settlements that are enforceable as judgments are also excluded from the scope of the Convention.\textsuperscript{143} Although this issue will likely not arise frequently in practice, it was one of the central issues in the negotiations and thus a part of the five-issue compromise in February 2017.\textsuperscript{144} The exclusion of mediated settlements that are enforceable as judgments was extremely important to the European Union, and thus was a key part of the Working Group’s focus in constructing a package approach that resolved other issues in a manner the European Union had previously opposed (e.g., development of a Convention, inclusion of the concept of recognition (albeit without the word), and application of the Convention without requiring parties to opt in).\textsuperscript{145}


\textsuperscript{143} Singapore Convention art. 1(3)(a).

\textsuperscript{144} Working Group II Feb. 2017 report, supra note 29.

The exclusion of settlements enforçable as judgments was designed to avoid overlap with Hague Conference instruments—the 2005 Choice of Court Agreements Convention and the draft judgments convention—and to avoid parties having two routes to seek relief based on one settlement agreement. This exclusion was not necessary in terms of avoiding the creation of conflicting treaty obligations because this Convention and the Hague Conference instruments all set floors rather than ceilings, such that states can provide more generous treatment to mediated settlements or judgments than is required by the various treaties. Thus, overlap would not be a problem, as a state could provide relief under one treaty even if not required to do so under another. The instruments would generally not conflict directly. If overlap had been permitted, parties to a dispute could simply have used whichever framework is most useful in a given situation. Moreover, because not all states will be parties to both conventions, permitting overlap would have avoided the risk that some situations may not be covered in a given state. Yet the decision to include this exclusion in the Convention was clearly worthwhile because it will be relevant only in marginal cases, and it enabled a compromise on much more significant issues.

To be affected by this exclusion, a mediated settlement would have to be approved by a court or concluded before the court during proceedings in a manner that enables the settlement to be enforced as a judgment in the courts.


of that state.\textsuperscript{151} Mere involvement of a judge in the mediation does not suffice for the exclusion to apply.\textsuperscript{152} As noted above, the exclusion creates some risk of a gap, if the settlement agreement is enforceable as a judgment in the state of origin but not in the receiving state. Some states sought to eliminate such a gap,\textsuperscript{153} or at least give states flexibility in dealing with the issue,\textsuperscript{154} but the text included in the compromise package abandoned this effort to avoid any gap. The European Union wanted to ensure that, even if a gap were created, settlements would not be covered under this Convention if they were covered by the Hague instruments.\textsuperscript{155}

Importantly, exclusion of settlements that are “approved by a court” does not cover instances in which the mediated settlement is presented for recognition or enforcement under this Convention.\textsuperscript{156} If the exclusion did cover such situations, mediated settlements could only be presented in one jurisdiction before they could no longer circulate under the Convention, which would be inconsistent with the need for parties to be able to seek relief in as many jurisdictions as may be required to ensure that the obligations are fulfilled. Rather, the exclusion of judicial settlements only covers instances in which the parties to the dispute get a court to ratify the settlement while they both still accept the settlement and no relief is needed; granting a request for relief under the Convention does not qualify as “approval.” Additionally, mediated settlements are not excluded from the scope of the Convention merely because they can be recognized as a judgment, as long as they cannot also be enforced as a judgment.\textsuperscript{157} Thus, if a limitation period for enforcement has passed in a particular jurisdiction, thus rendering a court-approved mediated settlement no longer enforceable as a judgment in that jurisdiction, that mediated settlement may then come within the scope of the Convention (even if it can still be recognized as a judgment in the state in which it was issued).

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{151} Singapore Convention art. 1(3)(a).
\textsuperscript{153} See, e.g., intervention of the United States, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 65th Session, Feb. 6, 2017, 10:00-13:00, https://icms.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncitral/speakerslog/7d3f66a4-a333-a31e3-be7b-6d436a3be4a4.
\textsuperscript{157} See Singapore Convention art. 1(3)(a)(ii).
b. Awards

Mediated settlements otherwise within the scope of the Convention are also excluded if they have been recorded, and are enforceable, as arbitral awards.158 This exclusion was an attempt to avoid creating an overlap with the New York Convention; as with the exclusion of mediated settlements enforceable as judgments, the exclusion is not legally necessary, as both treaties create floors rather than ceilings on states’ obligations to give effect to covered instruments. However, in contrast to the exclusion of mediated settlements enforceable as judgments, the exclusion of mediated settlements enforceable as arbitral awards must be analyzed from the perspective of the state where relief is being sought, rather than from the perspective of the seat of the arbitration. This perspective is necessary as the Working Group desired to avoid not only overlap with the New York Convention but also a gap.159 As noted above, states may take differing approaches regarding whether a consent award is enforceable under the New York Convention when the settlement is reached before the arbitration is commenced.160 If a mediated settlement were analyzed from the perspective of the seat of an arbitration in which it was transformed into an arbitral award, it might be excluded from the scope of the Convention based on enforceability in that jurisdiction even if it would not be treated as an enforceable arbitral award in the state where relief under the Convention was sought. Of note, the exclusion applies only if a mediated settlement is both enforceable as an arbitral award and also “recorded” as one.161 Thus, the exclusion would not apply to mediated settlements that are merely treated as being akin to arbitral awards under non-Conventional law.162

VI. Formality Requirements and Procedures

When a party to a mediated settlement that fits within the scope of the Convention presents the settlement to a court and requests relief, only certain limited formality requirements may be imposed. The Working Group expressed a desire for formality requirements to be brief and not overly

158 Singapore Convention art. 1(3)(b).
161 Singapore Convention art. 1(3)(b).
162 Cf. supra note 48 (giving examples of jurisdictions that treat some mediated settlements as equivalent to arbitral awards).
prescriptive, aiming for a minimum standard that would permit proper functioning of the Convention.163

First, a mediated settlement must be in writing.164 This basic requirement was deemed to be important in order for courts to have proof regarding the contents of the settlement and in order to focus the attention of the parties on their conclusion of a covered settlement.165 To qualify as being in writing, the mediated settlement must be recorded, but it can be in any form, including electronic formats in which the information is accessible in a manner that makes it usable for subsequent reference.166 As such, an exchange of emails would be sufficient, although text in the draft Convention that would have explicitly mentioned email along with other, more outdated, formats was deleted when the Commission finalized the text of the Convention.167

Although a mediated settlement must be in writing for the Convention to apply, it does not have to be contained in one document. Such a requirement was proposed;168 a number of delegations claimed that if mediated settlements did not have to be contained in one document, competent authorities could have difficulty determining whether a pile of documents really constituted a settlement. In this view, a judge could not easily address a situation in which a party presents forty-five emails in a file and asks for enforcement.169 After extensive debate, this proposed restriction was rejected170 because in practice


164 Singapore Convention art. I(1) (noting the mediated agreement must be “concluded in writing”).


166 See Singapore Convention art. 2(2). This approach to the requirements for electronic communications draws on Article 9 of the U.N. Convention on the Use of Electronic Communications in International Contracts.


a mediated settlement may not be contained in one document; it may instead be contained in an exchange of emails or rely on other cross-referenced documents such as separate annexes.\textsuperscript{171} Regarding the burden on competent authorities, it was said that if a judge has to read a set of documents (e.g., the previously-noted forty-five emails) to understand the full context of whether a settlement was concluded, then reading those documents is the judge’s duty.\textsuperscript{172} Still, the burden is on the parties to draft a settlement in ways that will facilitate a judge’s ability to provide them with any necessary relief.\textsuperscript{173}

A mediated settlement must also be signed by the parties,\textsuperscript{174} a requirement that can be met in appropriate situations via signature by their counsel.\textsuperscript{175} For electronic documents, the signature requirement is satisfied if certain functional standards are met, drawing on past UNCITRAL electronic commerce instruments.\textsuperscript{176} Under Article 4(2), a “method” must be used to identify the parties and to indicate their intentions with respect to the information contained in the electronic documents, such as the email coming from the party’s account.\textsuperscript{177} The method must be either as reliable as appropriate given the circumstances, or be proven to have actually demonstrated the party’s identity and intentions.\textsuperscript{178} Issues regarding signature were not seen as likely to be frequently litigated; these standards were included in the Convention to avoid any possible confusion over whether


\textsuperscript{172} See, e.g., intervention of International Academy of Mediators (IAM), in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 65th Session, Sept. 20, 2016, 14:00-17:00, https://items.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncitral/paperslog/8096936f-ec1f-4ab1-b1af-b2657ebd2e04.


\textsuperscript{174} Singapore Convention art. 4(1)(a).


\textsuperscript{176} Singapore Convention art. 4(2).

\textsuperscript{177} See id. at art. 4(2)(a).

\textsuperscript{178} Id. at arts. 4(2)(b)(i) and (ii).
... electronic settlements were covered, per UNCITRAL’s view of best practices in drafting instruments.

A party seeking to rely on a mediated settlement must also submit evidence that the settlement resulted from mediation.179 In this respect, the scope requirement that a settlement be mediated is different from the requirements that a settlement be international, commercial, and not fall within an exclusion, because the party seeking relief is not affirmatively required to provide evidence of those elements. The stated reason for imposing this requirement was to reduce the risk of fraud and make it easier for competent authorities to ensure that the settlement was indeed mediated.180 At the same time, it seems unlikely that this issue will be contested in many cases.181 The party seeking relief has several options for the form in which to submit this evidence, an approach that developed as a compromise between states that wanted such evidence to be required only if the party resisting relief contested that the settlement was mediated182 and those states that wanted one specific form of evidence (i.e., the mediator’s signature on the settlement) to be required in all cases.183

The first option for demonstrating that the settlement resulted from mediation is to have the mediator’s signature on the settlement agreement itself.184 While perhaps the simplest method of satisfying this requirement, it

---

179 Id. at art. 4(1)(b).
184 See Singapore Convention art. 4(1)(b)(i).
is not seen as appropriate in some legal cultures. In some jurisdictions, mediators are taught not to sign the settlement, both in order to ensure that the settlement is seen as the parties’ settlement (not the mediator’s) and to avoid any risk of being seen as a party to the settlement themselves. Moreover, in some jurisdictions, mediators are taught to let the parties draft the agreement (and may not even read it) not only because reaching the terms of the settlement is seen as a component of party autonomy but also because drafting the agreement may be considered the practice of law; such a risk would pose a problem for those mediators who are not lawyers, and even those who are lawyers would not want to have to treat the parties as clients, in terms of the legal and ethical obligations that could then apply. Finally, mediators generally want to avoid being called as witnesses to testify about what the meaning of the agreement was supposed to be.

Thus, as an alternative to the mediator’s signature on the settlement, a party seeking relief can provide a separate document signed by the mediator, indicating that the mediation was carried out. This separate document can be produced later in time and does not have to describe the extent of the dispute or the terms of the settlement, let alone vouch for the fairness of the settlement or otherwise approve it. It only has to state that the mediation occurred. Although a proposal was made to require this separate document to take a standardized form, that idea was not supported.

---


189 Singapore Convention art. 4(1)(b)(ii).

190 Singapore Convention art. 4(1)(b)(ii).

191 See, e.g., intervention of the Russian Federation, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 65th Session, Sept. 15, 2016, 9:30-12:30,
Alternatively, if the mediation was administered by an institution, the party seeking relief can provide an attestation from the institution.192 The inclusion of this option was an attempt to address situations in which the mediator may no longer be available or willing to sign a separate document (e.g., if the mediator has died), but its use is not limited to those situations.

Finally, if none of those three default options are available, the party seeking relief can submit any other evidence acceptable to the competent authority.193 (Although alternative forms of evidence are only acceptable if the first three forms are not available, that condition is not likely to be litigated frequently, because the party resisting relief would have few incentives to demonstrate that one of the listed forms of evidence would in fact be available.) Alternative forms of evidence could include an agreement to mediate paired with documents demonstrating that the mediator was paid, which suggests that the mediation did indeed occur.194

Beyond these limited requirements of writing, signature, and evidence of mediation, no other formality requirements may be imposed by competent authorities: the Convention’s list of required formalities is exhaustive. During the negotiations, other suggestions were made regarding formalities that could be required, such as mandating that the main points of the dispute had to be mentioned in the settlement, but these proposals were not accepted by the Working Group.195 The Working Group limited the formality requirements for several reasons: reducing the barriers to obtaining relief,196 avoiding inconsistencies with existing mediation practice, and avoiding the creation of possibilities for unnecessary litigation.197 Overall, the Working Group strove

---

192 Singapore Convention art. 4(1)(b)(iii).
193 Singapore Convention art. 4(1)(b)(iv).
194 See, e.g., intervention of Australia, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Arbitration and Conciliation), 63rd Session, Sept. 8, 2015, 14:00-17:00, https://icims.unov.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncial/speakerslog/7d1a0d3-e942-4f8-8e6-0b39232d1e.
197 See, e.g., intervention of the United States, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Arbitration and Conciliation), 63rd Session, Sept. 8, 2015, 14:00-17:00, https://icims.unov.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncial/speakerslog/7d1a0d3-e942-4f8-8e6-0b39232d1e.
to ensure that the formality requirements would not interfere with the Convention’s utility and would not undermine the use of mediation.\textsuperscript{198}

Thus, a state cannot impose other formality requirements, such as mandating the signature of the mediator in all cases (which would contradict flexibility explicitly built into the Convention) or requiring different formalities such as notarization or a demonstration that the mediator was licensed by any particular state (e.g., the mediator’s home state or the state where the request for relief was made). These other types of formalities are not explicitly addressed in the Convention but are precluded, as such requirements would unduly restrict parties from obtaining relief based on settlement agreements within the scope of the Convention.\textsuperscript{199} A central purpose of the Convention’s uniform framework is to preempt more burdensome requirements and facilitate circulation of settlements.\textsuperscript{200} At the same time, it should be noted that this preemption does not prevent a state from applying unrelated form and process requirements for real property transfers; a settlement purporting to transfer real property will suffice to require a party to transfer the property by undertaking any formal requirements related to deeds, but the mediated settlement itself does not replace a need to comply with title transfer requirements under domestic law. This limitation only applies in narrow circumstances such as real property transfer or registration of security interests, where the functioning of public registers cannot be undermined by parties trying to circumvent those registries’ requirements via a private settlement.\textsuperscript{201}

Under Article 4(4), a court can also require the submission of “any necessary document in order to verify that the requirements of the Convention

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
  \item[\textsuperscript{199}] Cf. intervention of the Belgian Center for Arbitration and Mediation (CEPANI), in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Arbitration and Conciliation), 63rd Session, Sept. 8, 2015, 9:30-12:30, https://icims.univ.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncitral/speakersonlog/6a94b1e8-31e4-4fba-9345-bb106ca53aa2 (noting that Belgian law requires accreditation of mediators); intervention of the Swiss Arbitration Association (ASA), in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Arbitration and Conciliation), 63rd Session, Sept. 8, 2015, 14:00-17:00, https://icims.univ.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncitral/speakersonlog/7d1ae03-e942-4fa8-9e66-0b392323db3e (noting that some systems would require village elders to be involved in a mediation). Moreover, a suggestion was made early in the negotiations that foreign mediators may have different training than might be required in domestic frameworks, such that enforcing settlements resulting from their mediations might not be lawful, but the Working Group did not embrace this line of reasoning. See, e.g., intervention of Belgium, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Arbitration and Conciliation), 62nd Session, Feb. 2, 2015, 15:00-18:00, https://icims.univ.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncitral/speakersonlog/b62a662a-2f97-452b-9b04-9c4587e4e032.
  \item[\textsuperscript{201}] See interventions of Germany and the United States, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 65th Session, Sept. 15, 2016, 14:00-17:00, https://icims.univ.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncitral/speakersonlog/11675955-4557-4c0f-8f8f09.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
have been complied with.”202 However, this authority cannot be used to circumvent the Convention’s limitation on formality requirements; for example, a court cannot require the submission of a copy of the settlement that was contemporaneously notarized or signed by the mediator.203 Rather, this clause merely applies to documents that may be needed for a court to be assured that the requirements contained elsewhere in the Convention have been met.204 In this respect, the “requirements of the Convention” cited in this clause are generally the same as the “conditions” referred to in Article 3(2)—the provisions related to the scope of the Convention, the definitions, the Article 5 grounds for refusal, and any relevant declarations that a state has made.205

The “competent authority” before which these issues may arise can be a court or any other authority empowered by the relevant state to address these issues, including an arbitral tribunal. The competent authority must act expeditiously on requests for relief.206 No specific timelines are required, but the competent authority is obliged to provide relief on a reasonable timeline. A state would be breaching its obligation under Article 4(5) if its courts act so slowly as to effectively deny disputing parties the benefits of the Convention.

VII. THE OBLIGATIONS OF PARTIES TO THE CONVENTION

If a party to a mediated settlement agreement that resolves an international commercial dispute presents that settlement (in writing, signed by the parties, and accompanied by evidence of mediation) to a court of a Party to the Convention, that court must recognize and enforce the settlement (subject to the Article 5 grounds for refusal, discussed in Section VIII infra).207

---


204 Id.

205 Singapore Convention arts. 1, 2, 4 and 5. See also, intervention of the United States and the International Law Association (ILA), in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 67th Session, Oct. 3, 2017, 14:00-17:00, https://icims.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncitralspeakerslog/0860fda-9617-4d74-a97f-b1793f038360.

206 Singapore Convention art. 4(5).

207 Singapore Convention art. 5.
For much of the negotiations, the European Union opposed having the Convention cover “recognition” in addition to enforcement. Along with some of its member states, the European Union argued that recognition is only appropriate for acts of a state, such as judgments (even though this perspective ignored that agreements to arbitrate and arbitral awards can—and must under the New York Convention—also be recognized), and that mediated settlements are mere contracts. Similarly, the European Union argued initially that a *res judicata* effect should not apply to mediated settlements, and that mediated settlements should not be given presumptive effects.

However, other states saw covering recognition as being an important component of a new convention. These states saw recognition of a settlement as being a prerequisite to enforcement, and emphasized the need for a convention to provide for the use of a mediated settlement both as a sword and a shield. If a party could only rely on a mediated settlement
when affirmatively seeking enforcement but could not rely on it equally as a defense, the party seeking to avoid compliance with a settlement could just initiate litigation itself (e.g., to seek declaratory relief), and thereby preclude application of the Convention and its streamlined framework. Moreover, in some instances, enforcement is not needed, only recognition.\textsuperscript{217} Finally, because a mediated settlement under the Convention is not identified as being tied to a particular state of origin, recognition would not entail recognizing the settlement as an act of a particular state but merely recognizing it as an international mediated settlement as defined by the Convention.\textsuperscript{218} Much of the debate on this topic was related to the nature of recognition and what it would entail. Some civil law states also worried that providing for recognition in the Convention would preclude courts from opening a case, and thus prevent them from considering evidence outside the mediated settlement itself in analyzing the availability of defenses under the Convention.\textsuperscript{219} For example, using the “sword” and “shield” metaphor noted above, one delegation explained that its legal system provided two types of “shields”: one type that would consist of treating a document as evidence helping a court to decide a case, and another type that would prevent a court from admitting a lawsuit entirely.\textsuperscript{220} From that perspective, “recognition” was said to necessarily imply the second type of shield, whereas for purposes of the Convention, a third, intermediate type of shield was said to be needed,\textsuperscript{221} i.e.,


\textsuperscript{218} See, e.g., intervention of the United States, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Arbitration and Conciliation), 63rd Session, Sept. 9, 2015, 9:30-12:30, https://icms.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uniceal/speakerslog/52a59e8-138e-4226-9753-00a15c3b706f; intervention of Iran, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Arbitration and Conciliation), 63rd Session, Sept. 9, 2015, 14:00-17:00, https://icms.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uniceal/speakerslog/c0ba5de5-130c-4672-9ab8-2f514121df77 (noting that a court would have to decide whether an agreement is a settlement agreement and could recognize it as such).


\textsuperscript{221} Cf. intervention of Switzerland, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 65th Session, Sept. 22, 2016, 9:30-12:30, https://icms.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uniceal/speakerslog/2b7d9b79-b703-4dd3-ad34-
a shield that would let a court open a case and consider defenses, but would not reduce a mediated settlement to merely one piece of evidence among others (as opposed to being conclusive proof of a dispute’s resolution, if none of the limited set of defenses apply).222

One suggestion was that the Convention could give mediated settlements the same effect when raised in defense as they are given in enforcement, but only to the extent that national law provides such a defense.223 But this limitation was also not accepted, as it would have made the availability of recognition contingent on the choices made in each state’s domestic law.

However, the repeated discussions made clear that “recognition” means different things in different legal systems and entails different consequences.224 Thus, the Working Group made the decision to avoid using the term “recognition,”225 and instead take a functional approach,226 describing the aspects of recognition that are needed here.227 The result is that

222 See, e.g., intervention of the United States, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: U.N. Comm’n Int’l Trade Law, 50th Session, July 7, 2017, 14:00-17:00, https://uns.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncial/audio/slog/015ac34e-320f-4d49-90ed-b5f0eb6511e2; interventions of Japan and the United States, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 67th, Oct 3, 2017, 9:30-12:30, https://uns.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncial/audio/slog/62404311-9810-4e93-a063-5864787a8b4c (Japan asked whether the meaning of invoking the settlement agreement was to use it as evidence in litigation, and the United States clarified that the clause provides for more than just introducing the settlement into evidence, and that by meeting the conditions in the Convention, the party seeking relief is thereby able to prove that the dispute was resolved).


224 See, e.g., interventions of Germany and Denmark, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Arbitration and Conciliation), 63rd Session, Sept. 9, 2015, 14:00-17:00, https://uns.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncial/audio/slog/c0ba5de5-130e-4672-9ab8-2f514121df77.

225 Cf. intervention of Canada, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Arbitration and Conciliation), 63rd Session, Sept. 9, 2015, 9:30-12:30, https://uns.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncial/audio/slog/62da59e8-13ae-4226-9753-0ca15cb7066 (noting at the first Working Group session that even if “recognition” isn’t seen as the right word to use, the practical effect of recognition is needed).

226 Cf. intervention of Norway, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Arbitration and Conciliation), 63rd Session, Sept. 9, 2015, 14:00-17:00, https://uns.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncial/audio/slog/c0ba5de5-130e-4672-9ab8-2f514121df77 (proposing at the first Working Group session that the intended effects be described, rather than using a word that has different associations in different legal traditions).

the Convention does require recognition,\textsuperscript{228} at least as that term is understood in many legal systems (particularly in the common law world).

In developing the functional approach to describing recognition, the Working Group experimented with various formulations. One idea that was discussed but discarded was requiring that settlements be “treated as binding.”\textsuperscript{229} Ultimately, those wanting the Convention to cover recognition were not assured that “binding” would have the same effect as recognition in their systems.\textsuperscript{230} Those delegations wanted to ensure that the Convention would provide mediated settlements with a greater effect than other contracts with binding natures—i.e., they wanted to ensure that a mediated settlement would have the same effect when used as a defense as it would have when enforcement is sought.\textsuperscript{231} An approach using the “binding” terminology did not provide these delegations with sufficient assurance that a mediated settlement would be treated as definitive proof of the dispute’s resolution rather than mere evidence to that effect.

One downside of the decision not to refer directly to the term “recognition” is that the Working Group then lacked an easy way to refer to the concept. The functional definition eventually developed in Article 3(2)—described infra—is too lengthy to be easily replicated elsewhere in the text.\textsuperscript{232} Thus, Article 1’s discussion of scope is broad, referring to mediated settlements rather than to the forms of relief covered by the Convention, to avoid suggesting that the scope only covers enforcement and not recognition.\textsuperscript{233} Elsewhere in the Convention, such as in Article 5, the word “relief” is used to encompass both enforcement and that—which is not-called—“recognition.”\textsuperscript{234}

\textsuperscript{228} See intervention of Finland, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 67th Session, Oct. 2, 2017, 10:00-12:30, https://icms.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncitrar/speakerslog/1ad53376d-7994-49a2-8de4- dea05e68c8a.


\textsuperscript{232} See Singapore Convention art. 3(2).

\textsuperscript{233} Id. at art. 1.

Ultimately, this issue was resolved as part of the five-issue compromise in February 2017.\(^{235}\) Article 3 of the Convention covers enforcement of mediated settlements as well as the core of recognition. In Article 3(1), the Convention requires states to enforce mediated settlements, in accordance with their rules of procedure and under the conditions laid down in the Convention (i.e., the procedural requirements in Article 4, the scope and definition requirements in Articles 1 and 2, and the grounds for refusal in Article 5, plus any relevant declarations).\(^{236}\) This paragraph thus covers the “sword”—the relief sought by a party who attempts to affirmatively compel compliance with a mediated settlement in the face of another party’s breach of its obligations under the settlement.

The Convention only addresses the phase before execution: namely, the determination that the settlement is enforceable and that the party is entitled to legal relief. Therefore, the Convention does not impose any particular rules on execution and the relevant state’s rules of procedure apply. In this respect, the Convention follows the approach of the New York Convention.\(^{237}\) Depending on their legal systems, some states may currently view “enforcement” as a process through which a document is taken directly to an administrative officer (such as a bailiff) who is supposed to follow simple instructions instead of undertaking any complex analytical tasks.\(^{238}\) In other systems, a judge performs a more thorough analysis by looking at multiple complex documents.\(^{239}\) The Convention does not require either approach. States are not obligated to provide access to enforcement without providing the other party with an opportunity to present available defenses. This difference in legal systems may also shed further light on the reluctance of some delegations to address “recognition,” which is considered a more clearly judicial procedure than one undertaken by an administrative officer. Article 3(1) would also cover requests for declaratory relief, but states are not obliged to apply the Convention to other types of legal actions that might be available in some systems, such as if domestic law gives a party the ability to request that a court interpret a contract.\(^{240}\)

Article 3(2) then provides the functional description of “recognition” without using the word.\(^{241}\) This paragraph applies if a dispute arises concerning a matter that a party claims was already resolved by a settlement agreement.\(^{242}\) In other words, it applies if the parties have successfully

\(^{236}\) See Singapore Convention art. 3(1).
\(^{238}\) See id.
\(^{239}\) See id.
\(^{240}\) See id.
\(^{241}\) See, e.g., interventions of Sweden and the Chair, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Resolution), 67th Session, Oct. 4, 2017, 14:00- https://icms.unvo.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncitrual/speakerslog/9fdfe9bf-1382-4d45-833f-476b0f8d961.
\(^{242}\) See Singapore Convention art. 3(2).
\(^{243}\) See id.
mediated a dispute but then one party attempts to re-litigate part of the underlying dispute that was resolved via mediation. The paragraph thus provides the “shield” to complement the “sword” in Article 3(1). If the described situation arises, the state shall allow the party to invoke the settlement agreement. This right is not merely an evidentiary rule permitting a party to cite a settlement and introduce it into evidence where it can be considered alongside other evidence. Rather, invoking a settlement means being able to rely on it as a complete defense. The state can require the invocation to occur in accordance with its rules of procedure, such as if it has to be raised at a particular time in the litigation, via a particular motion, and subject to normal rules governing the conduct of litigation. However, the state’s rules of procedure cannot conflict with, nor result in the denial of, the substantive protections in the Convention. Article 3(2) also provides that the invocation of the mediated settlement must occur under the conditions laid down in the Convention; in other words, just as for enforcement requests under Article 3(1), the requirements of other articles must be met (i.e., the scope requirements in Article 1, the definitions in Article 2, the procedural requirements in Article 4, the non-applicability of the grounds for refusal in Article 5, and any declarations that may have been made by the relevant state).

---

243 Note that Article 3(2) is one of the pieces of the Convention where “Party” and “party” are both used, although each refers to a different entity; the “Party to the Convention” shall allow the “party” to invoke the settlement agreement. The state or regional economic integration organization that has joined the Convention is the “Party,” and a “party” is one of the disputing parties bound by the settlement agreement itself. While other (potentially less confusing) approaches were considered, such as referring to “Parties” as “Contracting States” as is done in some other private law treaties, the Working Group ultimately chose this approach.

244 See Singapore Convention art. 3(2).

245 Note that prior to the development of the five-issue compromise, the European Union introduced a different version of this text that was less clear in its purpose and effect. That proposal referred to invoking the mere “existence” of the settlement agreement (rather than to invoking the settlement agreement itself). Moreover, it would have limited a state’s obligation to allowing invocation of the settlement agreement in accordance with the “law” of the state rather than only its rules of procedure. See, e.g., interventions of the European Union, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 66th Session, Feb. 6, 2017, 10:00-13:00, https://icms.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncitral/speakerslog/7d3f064d-ed33-41e3-be7b-6d430a3be44. The intended effect of that approach was never fully explained, but raised concerns regarding the amount of leeway that it would give states in implementing the obligation. See, e.g., interventions of Israel, Mexico, Honduras, Australia, the United States, the Russian Federation, and the Chair, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 66th Session, Feb. 6, 2017, 10:00-13:00, https://icms.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncitral/speakerslog/7d3f064d-ed33-41e3-be7b-6d430a3be44. (Although the eventual text of Article 3(2) drew heavily on the drafting approach suggested by the European Union, the intended effect of the final text is much more robust, as noted below.)

246 In this sense, the approach taken is akin to that in Article III of the New York Convention, which also subjects the recognition and enforcement of awards to the state’s rules of procedure. Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, art. 3, 330 U.N.T.S. 38 (1958).

247 See Singapore Convention art. 3(2).
The purpose and effect of invoking the mediated settlement is to prove that the matter has already been resolved.\textsuperscript{248} Article 3(2) thus provides a definitive result: if the conditions laid down in the Convention are met, in accordance with the state’s rules of procedure, then the “matter” (the underlying dispute that was successfully mediated) is thereby proven to be already resolved—a complete defense to the “dispute” (the ongoing litigation).\textsuperscript{249} Ideally, the text of this paragraph would have been drafted more clearly. Notably, however, the Chair specifically asked the delegations that were involved in the informal consultations on the five-issue compromise to respond to a question about the meaning of “to prove that the dispute has been settled” (a phrasing that was later clarified to “resolved”).\textsuperscript{250} The response (never contradicted, and repeated at the next session) was that, when a party is seeking to invoke a settlement as a defense, “by meeting all of the conditions laid down in the instrument, the party seeking relief is thereby able to prove that the dispute has been settled, which . . . is the relief that the party is seeking” (with the “conditions” referring to the defenses, definitions, and formal requirements).\textsuperscript{251}

VIII. GROUNDS FOR REFUSAL

Following the model of the New York Convention, Article 5 of the Singapore Convention includes an exclusive list of grounds on which a court

\textsuperscript{248} See id.

\textsuperscript{249} Working Group II Oct. 2017 report, supra note 29, at ¶ 44. See also, intervention of Thailand, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Arbitration and Conciliation), 63rd Session, Sept. 9, 2015, 9:30-12:30, https://icims.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncitral/speakerslog/62da59c8-138e-4226-9753-0c8b706f (noting that where parties have entered into a settlement and one party then brings a claim that was settled, the other party can ask the court to recognize that the claim was already settled).


can refuse to recognize or enforce a mediated settlement.\textsuperscript{252} The Working Group aimed to keep the available defenses to a minimum,\textsuperscript{253} as a complex mechanism with many review grounds would be problematic for parties who want a fast and efficient process.\textsuperscript{254} The general sense of the Working Group was that the overall approach should be comparable to the regime applicable to arbitral awards under the New York Convention.\textsuperscript{255} Most of the grounds for refusal have to be raised and demonstrated by the party opposing relief.\textsuperscript{256} For the remaining grounds (in Article 5(2)), the court can raise concerns sua sponte.\textsuperscript{257} Of course, a party resisting relief can also demonstrate that other requirements of the Convention have not been met (e.g., the dispute is not commercial), but no explicit grounds for refusal are needed for those issues because including such grounds explicitly would merely have duplicated the rest of the Convention.\textsuperscript{258}

All of the Article 5 grounds for refusal are permissive rather than mandatory; a court can choose to provide relief even if a particular exception might apply, and if a state implements the Convention through legislation, it has no obligation to permit courts to use all grounds for refusal. At the same time, the listed grounds are exhaustive—a state cannot enable courts to deny relief on additional grounds not permitted in the Convention.\textsuperscript{259} The Working Group rejected suggestions for other grounds for refusal. Permitting a court to deny relief based on a lack of “due process” during the mediation was

\textsuperscript{252} See Singapore Convention art. 5.


\textsuperscript{254} See, e.g., intervention of the Florence International Mediation Chamber (FIMC), in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Arbitration and Conciliation), 63rd Session, Sept. 10, 2015, 9:30-12:30, https://icsm.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncital/speakerslog/ba60b99e-4f4e-4070-a244-156605d7948; see also Intervention of Iran, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Arbitration and Conciliation), 63rd Session, Sept. 10, 2015, 14:00-17:00, https://icsm.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncital/speakerslog/df674c41-10d4-4ed9-ad8c-8a8834a3dec (noting that like a drowning person who will claw to any possible branch, a non-complying party will contest on any ground he can).


\textsuperscript{256} Singapore Convention art. 5.

\textsuperscript{257} Singapore Convention art. 5(2).


discussed,260 but not included as a ground for refusal because in mediation the final resolution is agreed to voluntarily, making the process by which it was developed less relevant (and in any event, what “process” would be due during a mediation was unclear).261 The grounds for refusal related to mediator conduct during the process, discussed in subsection H infra, come closest to addressing those “due process”-type concerns. Additionally, the Working Group considered including a ground for refusal that would have applied in cases where a mediated settlement was inconsistent with a judgment. This proposal gave rise to a fear of forum shopping—i.e., that parties might litigate in various jurisdictions in an attempt to obtain a judgment that could then be used to block relief under the Convention (particularly as, without a “seat” of the mediation, no one forum’s judgments would have a privileged ability to “annul” a mediated settlement).262 With respect to the issue of litigation in other fora, in lieu of a ground for refusal, only the Article 6 authority to adjourn a decision based on pending litigation elsewhere was included in the Convention.263

A. Incapacity

Article 5(1)(a) permits a court to refuse a request for relief if a party to the settlement agreement was under some incapacity, such as if the party was a minor or intoxicated.264 This ground for refusal will not likely be applicable very often, as for most settlement agreements within the scope of the Convention, one or more lawyers would typically be involved for each of the parties.265 The Working Group discussed including language from the analogous provision of the New York Convention to point to the law “applicable” to the relevant party, but deemed such a test not to be useful to


264 Singapore Convention art. 5(1)(a).

include, because it did not provide an actual rule for determining the applicable law.266

B. Invalidity

Article 5(1)(b)(i) permits a court to deny relief if the mediated settlement is “null and void, inoperable or incapable of being performed.”267 This ground for refusal draws on language from Article 2(3) of the New York Convention, in which context it applies to the validity of agreements to arbitrate.268 The ground for refusal encompasses various contract law concepts such as fraud and misrepresentation,269 and is broad enough to cover instances in which the mediated settlement may be considered voidable at the option of the party resisting relief.270 However, this ground for refusal does not encompass arguments that a mediated settlement is not valid because of a failure to comply with domestic law requirements that are displaced by the Convention,271 such as requirements that mediators be licensed in a particular jurisdiction, that mediations must be conducted under certain rules or by certain institutions, or that mediated settlements must be notarized or meet other (extra-Convention) formal requirements.272 As noted in Section VI supra, this restriction on

---

272 Comments by the Government of the United States, A/CN.9/WG.II/WP.203, at ¶ 4 (2017), http://legal.un.org/docs?symbol=A/CN.9/WG.II/WP.203. Note that the proposed language in paragraph 6 of this U.S. paper was not added to the text of the Convention, as what became Article 4(4) was clarified to state that the competent authority could only require additional documents to
formalities does not prevent a state from enforcing its requirements regarding notarization of documents that transfer real property.\textsuperscript{273} The analysis of a mediated settlement’s validity occurs “under the law to which the parties have validly subjected it, or failing any indication thereon, under the law deemed applicable by the competent authority.”\textsuperscript{274} Thus, if the disputing parties make a choice of law that is valid under the law of the state where relief is sought, that choice is effective; otherwise, that state’s private international law rules apply to determine the applicable law. This approach reflects the general principle of respecting party autonomy, which applies to choice of law issues even beyond this defense. It was noted early in the Working Group’s discussions that a mediated settlement may be governed by an applicable law chosen by the parties and that, where such a choice is relevant under the Convention, the court should not ignore the chosen law in order to apply the law of the state where relief is sought.\textsuperscript{275} The issue of applicable law is not otherwise addressed in the Convention; no harmonized rules for determining the applicable law were developed.\textsuperscript{276} On most issues, the Convention rules apply with an autonomous meaning, not drawn from an applicable law, so choice of law rules are generally not relevant to application of the Convention itself.

C. Not Binding, or Not Final, According to Its Terms

Article 5(1)(b)(ii) permits a refusal to provide relief if the mediated settlement is “not binding, or is not final, according to its terms.”\textsuperscript{277} This ground for refusal only applies if, in the mediated settlement itself, the parties explicitly stated that they did not intend for that document to be a binding or final agreement. Thus, this ground for refusal is redundant and could have been omitted, as Article 5(1)(d), discussed in subsection G infra, would already permit a court to refuse relief in such situations. Some delegations nevertheless insisted that this ground for refusal be explicitly included as a separate subparagraph.

demonstrate that the requirements of the Convention have been met, and the Working Group’s prior discussion of the scope of the validity defense remained unchanged. See, e.g., Intervention of the United States, in UNCTARIL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 65th Session, Oct. 4, 2017, 9:30-12:30, https://ics.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uniclal/spearkerslog/5ce9b5f0-e4d9-4c4f-b760-4cbb1342503e.


\textsuperscript{274} Singapore Convention art. 5(1)(b)(i).

\textsuperscript{275} See, e.g., id.

\textsuperscript{276} See, e.g., interventions of Canada, Finland, and Israel, in UNCTARIL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Arbitration and Conciliation), 63rd Session, Sept. 10, 2015, 14:00-17:00, https://ics.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uniclal/spearkerslog/6f7e4f-4f8d-4e9a-ad3e-8ab88343ade.

\textsuperscript{277} Singapore Convention art. 5(1)(b)(ii).
The “according to its terms” restriction means that a court may only look at what is explicitly stated within the four corners of the mediated settlement to determine whether it is final or binding, thus ruling out extrinsic evidence. (The phrasing “on its face” was also considered, but was deemed not sufficiently clear for many legal cultures.) This provision would be far broader if the “according to its terms” phrase were not included, as questions might then arise regarding what makes a settlement final or binding if not compliance with the Convention (e.g., whether those standards have an autonomous Convention meaning or refer to an applicable law). As drafted, however, the parties may not use this provision to argue that the settlement should be considered not binding or final based on any reasons other than their explicit statements in the settlement itself.

Earlier in the negotiations, the Working Group considered whether a settlement should have to explicitly provide that it was intended to be binding, but this idea was rejected, as parties generally do not state explicitly that they intend to be bound but rather indicate by their signatures that they intend to be bound. The Convention thus assumes that parties intend to be bound by a signed agreement but permits parties to rebut that presumption by explicitly stating that they do not intend it to be binding.

This exception also does not cover other types of claims that a mediated settlement is not legally binding, as the Convention itself provides the framework for determining whether a mediated settlement is binding; otherwise-applicable domestic law is displaced. A proposal was made to refer to whether a mediated settlement was final or binding under the law of the state where relief is sought. This approach was not followed. The Convention itself determines whether the settlement is binding (i.e., as long as the scope and definitions requirements are met and no other grounds for refusal apply), and other provisions cover the different situations where finality would be at issue. Article 5(1)(b)(iii), discussed in subsection D infra, separately addresses mediated settlements that are not final because they were superseded, and the signature requirement of Article 4(1)(a) would exclude mediated settlements that are not final because they were never

---


279 See, e.g., interventions of Canada and Finland, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 65th Session, Sept. 14, 2016, 14:00-17:00, https://ics.org/uncitral/public/neutral/speakerslog/dfab47a-af70-4883-956e-149d8eda70e.
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concluded. Similarly, parties cannot claim that a mediated settlement is not final because it only resolves part of a dispute; a mediated settlement that resolves some issues but not others is still covered.

D. Subsequently Modified

Article 5(1)(b)(iii) permits a court to refuse relief if the mediated settlement “sought to be relied upon . . . has been subsequently modified”—in other words, if a party to the settlement agreement seeks relief based on a version of the settlement that was later superseded. As with the ground for refusal in Article 5(1)(b)(ii), this subparagraph was not really needed but was included at the insistence of several delegations. The subparagraph does not apply as long as the court is presented with the final settlement agreement including all modifications. The reference in the chapeau of Article 5(b) to the mediated settlement “sought to be relied upon” was included because of this subparagraph, in order to clarify that if a mediated settlement has been modified after it is concluded, the settlement that is submitted to the court must be the settlement as modified. Relief cannot be refused simply because the parties have later had to make modifications to a mediated settlement, as long as the modified settlement agreement is provided to the court, regardless of the extent of the modifications and the time elapsed after the mediation.

E. Obligations Have Been Performed

Article 5(1)(c)(i) provides another limited ground for refusal targeted at a very specific situation. This ground applies only if a party has already satisfied its obligations under the mediated settlement; if it has already complied, then further relief should not be ordered against it. Although this exception in some ways seems too obvious to need to be stated, it was included to provide greater certainty to a few delegations.

---

283 Cf. Comments by the Government of the United States, supra note 272; interventions of the United States, Japan, Mexico, and China, supra note 281.

284 Cf. Interventions of the Czech Republic and Colombia, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 65th Session, Sept. 15, 2016, 14:00-17:00, https://iems.unon.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncitral/working_group/2b9bc6aa-fcbb-4e7e-850-4f975fece86f.

285 Singapore Convention art. 5(1)(b)(iii).

286 In an extreme situation, perhaps a party could argue that modifications to a settlement agreement take it outside the scope of the Convention, but only if the situation was so attenuated that it would be virtually tantamount to procedural fraud to claim that the settlement agreement was still the original mediated settlement—e.g., if, twenty years after a mediated settlement, the parties modify it to such an extent that the obligations are completely displaced, and the parties seem to have chosen to modify the settlement agreement rather than enter into a new agreement for tactical reasons such as ensuring, in bad faith, continued application of the Convention.

287 Singapore Convention art. 5(1)(c)(i).
F. Obligations are Not Clear or Comprehensible

Article 5(1)(c)(ii) similarly provides a narrow ground for refusal and one that would only apply in a fairly unlikely situation.\(^{288}\) Under this provision, a court cannot refuse relief merely because the mediated settlement was poorly drafted or includes terms that are vague. Instead, the clause applies only if the mediated settlement is so confusing or ill-defined that the competent authority could not confidently provide the requested relief even if it found the party entitled to relief. When this concept was originally proposed by Germany,\(^{289}\) other delegations opposed it out of a fear that it would create too broad an exception,\(^{290}\) but the Working Group agreed to include the concept when it was clarified that such concerns were based on a misunderstanding of the intent behind the German proposal.\(^{291}\) If the competent authority can determine whether the mediated settlement provides for an obligation, and can adequately frame its order providing relief, then this ground for refusal does not apply; the exception is meant only to protect competent authorities from being forced to act in situations in which they truly do not know what relief to provide.

G. Contrary to the Terms of the Settlement

Article 5(1)(d) permits a court to refuse relief if granting relief would be contrary to the terms of the mediated settlement.\(^{292}\) This provision applies only to situations in which the requested relief would be directly inconsistent with the parties’ agreement in the mediated settlement. It therefore reflects the fundamental principle of party autonomy—i.e., as mediation is intended to enable parties to identify their own resolution to a dispute, it would be contrary to the purpose of mediation to apply a mediated settlement in a manner inconsistent with what the parties had agreed.\(^{293}\) Thus, for example, if the parties agree to limitations on their ability to seek relief, those limitations

\(^{288}\) Singapore Convention art. 5(1)(c)(ii).


\(^{292}\) Singapore Convention art. 5(1)(d).

must be given effect. Choice of forum clauses under which the parties to the mediated settlement can only seek relief in a particular jurisdiction should be given effect, as should clauses in the mediated settlement providing that further disputes will be resolved by arbitration. Similarly, the parties might agree in the mediated settlement that they must return to the mediator before seeking relief in court or that other conditions must be fulfilled before certain obligations even arise (e.g., that one party has to make a payment only if a certain event occurs). In any of these situations, the court can deny relief if granting relief would be inconsistent with the agreement struck by the parties in the mediated settlement. Importantly, the application of this rule provides parties with the ability to opt out of the Convention entirely; if the parties agree in the mediated settlement that they do not want the Convention to apply to the settlement, then it would violate that agreement for a competent authority to apply the Convention in response to a request for relief based on the settlement. In that respect, Article 5(1)(d) is similar to Article 6 of the CISG, which lets parties opt out of the application of that treaty.

H. Mediator Misconduct

In multiple ways, Articles 5(1)(e) and (f) are different from the grounds for refusal described above. Procedurally, these two defenses were included in the Convention as one of the five elements in the compromise package that resolved other significant issues; many delegations sought to exclude such exceptions entirely and only agreed to narrow versions of the clauses in exchange for other concessions. Substantively, these two clauses relate less to the agreement reached by the disputing parties than to the conduct of the third party who helped them resolve the dispute and the consequences of such conduct. Some delegations initially sought broader exceptions than are included in the final text, such as permitting a court to...


296 See, e.g., interventions of the United States, Israel, and the Netherlands, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 68th Session, Feb. 5, 2018, 15:00-18:00, https://icms.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncitralspeakerslog/2f1eb7e-6e61-4700-93a6-35e0f9366a; Working Group II Feb. 2018 report, supra note 29, at ¶ 78. 297 Cf. CISG, supra note 119, at art. 6 (“The parties may exclude the application of this Convention or, subject to article 12, derogate from or vary the effect of any of its provisions.”).

298 See Singapore Convention art. 5(1)(e) and (f).

refuse relief if the mediator failed to treat the parties fairly.\textsuperscript{300} and as the compromise package was being discussed, those delegations argued for a need to include two separate exceptions to address two different situations.\textsuperscript{301} By contrast, other states had opposed including any exceptions specifically addressing the mediator’s behavior because they saw such issues as being adequately covered by other grounds for refusal.\textsuperscript{302} These states contended that a mediator does not have to be impartial in the same way that an arbitrator does;\textsuperscript{303} the parties to a dispute can have good reasons to choose to use a partial mediator, such as someone who already has useful knowledge of the situation,\textsuperscript{304} or who might be close to one or both of the parties and therefore able to persuade them.\textsuperscript{305} Similarly, a mediator may treat parties in a manner that might look unequal but may be justified: a mediator may need to spend only a few minutes with one party but an hour with the other, a disparity that would not be proper in arbitration.\textsuperscript{306} Moreover, a party can withdraw from mediation if it believes it is not being treated fairly.\textsuperscript{307} But despite these


\textsuperscript{305} See, e.g., intervention of Switzerland, in UNCTRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 65th Session, Sept. 21, 2016, 14:00-17:00, https://icsm.unon.org/CaroonWeb/public/unmtral/speakerslogs/8edf92fc-617b-432d-bf9e-98d48f0f629a.

\textsuperscript{306} See, e.g., intervention of Mexico, in UNCTRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 65th Session, Sept. 21, 2016, 14:00-17:00, https://icsm.unon.org/CaroonWeb/public/unmtral/speakerslogs/e6edca718-712a-4108-adab-66df98f46da.

\textsuperscript{307} See, e.g., interventions of China and Thailand, in UNCTRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 65th Session, Sept. 16, 2016, 9:30-12:30,
concerns, the Working Group ultimately agreed to include two narrowly-tailored grounds for refusal on this topic.308

Article 5(1)(c) applies only if the party opposing relief can demonstrate a serious breach of standards applicable to the mediator or the mediation without which breach that party would not have entered into the settlement.309 This exception only applies to the extent that there are in fact “applicable” standards that governed the mediator or the mediation. Such standards could have applied based on the mediator’s licensing regime or based on the location of the mediation (if the mediation did clearly occur in one place, given the facts at hand), or standards might have applied due to the parties’ agreement with the mediator (or pursuant to the rules of an administering institution). The Working Group cited several examples of potentially applicable standards, which could be imposed by domestic law (such as by enactment of the Model Law on International Commercial Conciliation) or by codes of conduct;310 relevant standards could cover issues such as independence, impartiality, confidentiality, and fair treatment of the parties.311 However, to the extent that no such binding standards applied to the mediator or the mediation at the time of the mediation, the competent authority cannot apply standards on a post hoc basis (e.g., the competent authority cannot deny relief based on an argument that the mediator should have followed certain best practices or other jurisdictions’ requirements). Moreover, the alleged misconduct must be a serious breach of those applicable standards—not just questionable conduct or a minor breach.

Additionally, the party resisting relief must clearly demonstrate that if the breach had not occurred, that party would not have entered into the mediated settlement; the party must establish a causal link between the breach and the decision to settle, not just a correlation. Such an effect may not be presumed. This question is intended to be an objective test, not one that can be satisfied by a party claiming that subjectively it would not have entered into the settlement.312 The Working Group discussed whether to refer explicitly to whether a “reasonable” party would have entered into the mediated settlement

308 See Singapore Convention arts. 5(1)(c) and (f).
309 Singapore Convention art. 5(1)(c).
311 Note by the Secretariat, supra note 156, at ¶ 47.
given the serious breach of applicable standards. That term was not put in the text explicitly, as “reasonable” was said not to be a concept that could be easily applied in some legal systems, but the Working Group’s intent was that the test would be applied in the same manner. To be covered, the mediator’s misconduct must have vitiated the consent of the party seeking to oppose relief. Thus, this ground for refusal sets up such a high bar that it will only apply in extraordinary circumstances that would almost inevitably fall within other grounds for refusal (such as coercion by the mediator that would have made the settlement invalid under applicable law). These conditions will likely be difficult to demonstrate in practice, particularly given the relative paucity of evidence of mediator misbehavior that would likely be available compared to the greater level of documentation often available in arbitration. However, establishing such a high bar makes sense because of the Working Group’s desire to avoid creating a test that would generate additional disputes.

Article 511 addresses a slightly different circumstance in which the mediator’s conduct can provide a ground for refusal. This provision covers a “failure by the mediator to disclose to the parties circumstances that raise justifiable doubts as to the mediator’s impartiality or independence and such failure to disclose had a material impact or undue influence on a party without which failure that party would not have entered into the settlement


agreement.” 319 This provision was controversial because in many jurisdictions mediators generally do not make the types of disclosures that arbitrators make (such disclosures being seen as unnecessary because the mediators do not have the power to force the parties to reach a result). 320

Unlike in Article 5(1)(c), this ground for refusal is not restricted to situations in which other sets of standards independently applied to the mediator’s conduct; rather, Article 5(1)(f) creates an autonomous standard that can be relied upon regardless of whether any “applicable” standards required disclosures. However, in other respects, Article 5(1)(f) is similarly narrow in its scope. For this exception to apply, a mediator must have failed to disclose circumstances that raise “justifiable doubts” as to his impartiality or independence (not merely an “appearance” of a conflict of interest). 321 The circumstances must be significant, such as direct compensation from one of the parties that was not disclosed, and not merely information regarding past relationships or other attenuated links. “Justifiable doubts” is intended to establish an objective standard, not affected by whether the party in question subjectively doubts the mediator’s independence and impartiality. 322

If the relevant circumstances were actually known by the party resisting relief, then this ground for refusal does not apply. 323 If the party already knew about those circumstances, the mediator’s failure to disclose them explicitly could not have affected that party’s willingness to enter into the settlement. 324 Because a mediator (unlike an arbitrator) does not have the power to impose a settlement on the parties, the parties can choose someone who has a relationship with one or both of them, as in some situations such a mediator might be best placed to help them come to a settlement (as long as both parties are aware of the situation).

Additionally, the mediator’s failure to disclose must have had either a material impact or an undue influence on the party resisting relief. Finally, the party resisting relief must show that it would not have settled its dispute but for the misconduct; it must affirmatively demonstrate a causal relationship between the failure to disclose and the decision to settle. Such an effect may

---

319 Singapore Convention art. 5(1)(f).
321 Singapore Convention art. 5(1)(f).
not be presumed. The party resisting relief cannot simply identify something that the mediator did not disclose and use that nondisclosure as a reason to get out of a settlement that it now regrets. Rather, as under Article 5(1)(c), this element is intended to establish an objective test, such that the failure to disclose would have led a reasonable person not to consent to the settlement agreement.

I. Public Policy and Subject Matters Not Capable of Settlement by Mediation

Article 5(2) includes two additional grounds for refusal that are contained in a separate subparagraph because the competent authority can raise either of these grounds sua sponte. These provisions are drawn from analogous grounds for refusal in Article 5(2) of the New York Convention and should generally be interpreted in a similar manner.

Under Article 5(2)(a), the court can refuse relief if granting relief would be contrary to the public policy of that state. As under the New York Convention, “the standard of proof required to establish a public policy exception . . . is a demanding one,” under which “courts uniformly hold” that its application is “‘exceptional’ and ‘extremely narrow,’ to be applied ‘sparingly’ and with ‘extreme caution,’ and to be interpreted ‘restrictively.’” In particular, this ground for refusal cannot be used as a means to circumvent other elements of the Convention to which a state has agreed; for example, a court cannot refuse to recognize or enforce a mediated settlement on the grounds that the a state has a public policy requiring mediation to be conducted by a licensed mediator. The Working Group noted that national security grounds could be among the types of public policy concerns that would justify invoking this exception.

Finally, Article 5(2)(b) permits a court to refuse relief if the “subject matter of the dispute is not capable of settlement by mediation” under the law of the state where relief is sought. For this provision, the relevant dispute is the underlying dispute that was mediated, not the dispute over the relief being requested. This provision would only apply in situations where a party would not have been legally able to agree to undertake certain obligations or give up certain rights via mediation, such as if some disputes are subject to

---

325 Singapore Convention arts. 5(2)(a) and (b).
326 Thus, as with the analogous grounds of refusal under the New York Convention, the ultimate burden of proof under Article 5(2) remains with the party resisting relief, notwithstanding that the court can raise this issue on its own. Cf. GARY BORN, INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION § 26.05[C][9][c] (2d ed. 2014).
327 Singapore Convention art. 5(2)(a).
328 BORN, supra note 326.
330 Singapore Convention art. 5(2)(b).
mandatory adjudication processes. As under the New York Convention, this “exception is to be applied sparingly, only when statutory provisions clearly forbid” the mediation of “particular categories of disputes or claims.” Thus, its application would presumably be quite rare (in particular, less frequent than in the context of arbitration, as states are less likely to restrict the voluntary settlement of disputes than to prevent them from being resolved by arbitration), and in any event would only affect whether a mediated settlement can be relied upon in a certain jurisdiction.

IX. DECLARATIONS

Article 8 permits a state to make two types of declarations affecting its obligation to apply the Convention in certain circumstances. First, under Article 8(1)(a), a state may declare that “it shall not apply this Convention to settlement agreements to which it is a party, or to which any governmental agencies or any person acting on behalf of a governmental agency is a party, to the extent specified in the declaration.” By default, the Convention does apply to mediated settlements to which states are parties, as long as the settlement meets other requirements (e.g., it qualifies as commercial). However, the Working Group wanted to give states flexibility on this issue so as not to deter them from becoming Parties to the Convention. In some situations, only certain agencies or individuals in a government may be authorized to enter into settlements, and a state may want to ensure that it avoids problematic situations in which, if a mediated settlement is signed by a person or agency not authorized under its domestic law, it could then be confronted by a request for relief under the Convention. Alternatively, a state may wish to restrict its obligation to apply the Convention to particular categories of mediated settlements involving state actors. Thus, states can make targeted declarations defining the scope within which they want the Convention to be applied in their courts. Such a declaration would only have a limited reciprocal effect: if a Party exempts a particular set of its own state actors from being subject to the Convention in its courts, other Parties would have no obligation to permit those actors to seek relief under the Convention.

---

531 BORN, supra note 326, at § 26.05[C][10][b].
532 Singapore Convention art. 8(1)(a).
in their courts.\textsuperscript{335} Moreover, this declaration is not meant to enable states to exempt state-owned enterprises from coverage under the Convention.\textsuperscript{336}

Second, Article 8(1)(b) permits a state to declare that “it shall apply this Convention only to the extent that the parties to the settlement agreement have agreed to the application of the Convention.”\textsuperscript{337} Generally, the Convention applies as default law, except to the extent that parties to a mediated settlement affirmatively opt out from having the Convention apply, in which case Article 5(1)(d) would permit a court to refuse a request for relief. However, Article 8(1)(b) permits states to choose to apply the Convention on an “opt-in” basis, such that the Convention will only apply to a mediated settlement if the parties to the dispute affirmatively choose to have it apply.\textsuperscript{338} As noted above, this outcome—application of the Convention as the default approach, while giving states the option to apply the opposite rule by requiring disputing parties to opt in to the Convention’s application—was part of the five-issue compromise.

This issue was debated a number of times in the Working Group. At first, the majority of delegations supported an approach in which the disputing parties would have to opt in to the application of the Convention,\textsuperscript{339} although the debate later shifted to an even split in the room.\textsuperscript{340} Some delegations argued that the desire for a mediated settlement to be enforceable could not be assumed across cultures.\textsuperscript{341} An opt-in approach was also supported by some of those who wanted greater formality requirements in the Convention, on the basis that the competent authority should be able to see from the face of the mediated settlement—based on an explicit opt-in—that the obligations

\textsuperscript{336} Id.
\textsuperscript{337} Singapore Convention art. 8(1)(b).
\textsuperscript{338} Id.
were intended to be subject to the Convention. By contrast, others contended that when parties enter into a settlement agreement, the presumption is that they intend to comply with it, and that parties should not have to make further statements to clarify that they want the settlement to have legal effect. Thus, for situations in which the parties to a settlement do not explicitly address whether the Convention should apply, the assumption should be that they want their obligations to be enforceable. Similarly, some delegations pointed out that the opt-out approach would result in a broader application of the Convention, which would serve to promote mediation and that, as arbitration does not have an opt-in requirement for awards to be enforceable, imposing such a requirement in this Convention would make mediation less attractive by comparison.

Based on the five-issue compromise, the Convention will apply to all mediated settlements in which the parties do not opt out, but states that make the Article 8(1)(b) declaration only have to apply the Convention when the disputing parties agree to its application. In seeking relief in such a state, a party to a mediated settlement would not have to demonstrate that any specific formulation was used to opt in to the Convention. A court in such a state cannot require any particular “magic words” to have been used; although the parties to the mediated settlement could explicitly cite the Singapore Convention, they could also simply include a choice of law clause that points

---


to the law of a jurisdiction where the Convention applies by default. Similarly, the disputing parties would not have to opt in via the mediated settlement itself; they could also opt in at an earlier stage of the process as well, such as in an agreement to mediate.348

Hopefully, few states will make such a declaration, as doing so would significantly limit the application of the Convention, given that most parties likely will not be aware of the need to opt in and thus will unintentionally fail to do so.349 Moreover, the opt-in approach is inconsistent with the principle that parties should comply with their agreements. Particularly in light of the exclusion of consumers and family and employment law, states should not need to limit access to the Convention’s more efficient framework. At the same time, if including this declaration option enables additional states to become parties to the Convention, it may be a useful addition.

An Article 8(1)(b) declaration would not have reciprocal effects, nor would it in any way affect the treatment of mediated settlements in other jurisdictions. The declaration only affects the court where relief is sought; other courts presented with mediated settlements under the Convention would never encounter a need to evaluate whether those settlements are attributable to a state making such a declaration (as mediated settlements are not tied to any particular state, and factors such as the habitual residence of the party seeking relief are only relevant for satisfying the internationality requirement).350

X. REIOs AND TERRITORIAL UNITS

Two other provisions of the Convention merit brief discussion. First, under Article 12(4), the Convention gives way to the internal rules applied by regional economic integration organizations (REIOs) such as the European Union, but only in limited situations. Under Article 12(4)(a), any contrary

---


350 See, e.g., intervention of Israel, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 65th Session, Sept. 16, 2016, 14:00–17:00, https://icsms.un.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncral/speakerslog/aa875fca-c13e-49db-83f7-820bbe6de74. In theory, a race to the bottom would be possible, with states making the declaration to protect those habitually resident in their territory (i.e., entities that would likely have assets in the jurisdiction and against whom relief would more likely be sought in the state’s courts). However, such a scenario seems implausible, because any state joining the Convention would be doing so to promote the use of mediation, not to provide a particular advantage to its nationals. Given the lack of a reciprocity requirement or any state of origin for settlements, a state seeking an asymmetric advantage for its nationals would simply not join the Convention at all, because its nationals could still use the Convention in other jurisdictions. But such free riding would only be feasible once the Convention has many Parties.
REIO rules could prevail if relief is sought in a member state of a REIO and all states relevant under Article 1(1) are member states of the REIO (such that none of the factors qualifying the mediated settlement as “international” are tied to a state outside the REIO).351 If any non-REIO state is relevant in determining whether the mediated settlement is “international,” then Article 12(4)(a) does not apply.352 In other words, if the European Union and all of its member states join the Convention and a mediated settlement between two E.U.-based companies is considered by an E.U. member state court, the Convention would still apply (notwithstanding any contrary rules in an E.U. regulation) if a substantial part of the obligations under the settlement were to be performed in a non-E.U. member state. Even if the Article 12(4)(a) test is not met, Article 12(4)(b) provides a separate test under which REIO rules can still prevail if the application of the Convention would conflict with the REIO’s internal rules about recognition and enforcement of judgments between member states.353 In other words, if relief under the Convention is sought in one REIO member state, and that state issues a judgment granting or denying relief, other REIO member states might be obliged to recognize that judgment rather than applying the Convention de novo.354 A party seeking relief must therefore choose carefully among REIO member states in which to seek relief because that party may not be able to seek relief in another REIO member state if relief is denied in the first member state.355 However, the party could still seek relief under the Convention in states outside the REIO without losing the protections of the Convention even if the REIO member state judgment denies relief.

Finally, Article 13(1) permits a state that has two or more territorial units in which different systems of law apply to declare that the Convention is to extend to all of the territorial units or only to one or more of them.356 However, even if such a state chooses not to apply the Convention to all of its territorial units, a mediated settlement involving a party from an excluded territorial unit will still be covered by the Convention as long as the settlement qualifies as international. Exclusion of a territorial unit merely means that the courts in that territorial unit do not have to apply the Convention when relief is requested, not that the Convention does not apply to parties whose place of business is in that territorial unit.

---

351 Singapore Convention art. 12(4)(a).
352 Id.
353 Singapore Convention art. 12(4)(b).
354 See, e.g., intervention of Germany, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 68th Session, Feb. 6, 2018, 15:00-18:00.
355 See, e.g., intervention of the International Law Association (ILA), in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: Working Group II (Dispute Settlement), 68th Session, Feb. 6, 2018, 15:00-18:00.
356 Note that Article 13(3)(b) is a clause without any actual effect. That provision states that, for parties with two or more territorial units in which different systems of law apply, references to a place of business in state shall be construed as referring to the place of business in the relevant territorial unit. Although this formulation is fairly standard for this type of treaty, it accomplishes nothing in this Convention, as a party’s place of business is only relevant for determining whether a mediated settlement is international. Whether the party’s place of business is deemed to be in a particular territorial unit rather than in the state itself makes no difference for this analysis. See Singapore Convention art. 13(1).
XI. CONCLUSION

The development of such a groundbreaking treaty in such a short period of time seemed unlikely at the outset of UNCITRAL’s consideration of this topic. Yet, in several years of work UNCITRAL has produced a new Convention that, in the decades to come, could alter the landscape of international dispute resolution in a manner previously accomplished only by the New York Convention.357 The Singapore Convention has great potential to bolster the use of mediation as a method for resolving cross-border commercial disputes. Whether the Convention will live up to this promise will depend on whether a critical mass of states choose to join the Convention, which in turn will depend on whether lawyers (particularly in-house counsel), mediators, and other stakeholders make clear that the potential benefits of the Convention make the pursuit of ratification worthwhile.

357 UNCITRAL’s success in this regard can be attributed not only to the wise leadership of the Chair and to the dedication of the Secretariat (in particular, Corinne Montinori and Jae Sung Lee), but to the hard work and collegiality of the delegates at the center of the discussions. Not only did many of them work through a blizzard to preserve the momentum of the negotiations, supra notes 37-38, but much of the progress was made during informal discussions outside of the conference room. See, e.g., intervention of International Academy of Mediators (IAM), February 6, 2017 (reporting a group outing to a hockey game). The finalization of the text was even celebrated via song, ably led by the new Secretary of UNCITRAL, Anna Joubin-Bret. See intervention of the Secretariat, in UNCITRAL Audio Recordings: U.N. Comm’n Int’l Trade Law, 51st Session, June 25, 2018, 15:00-18:00, starting at 63:00, https://icms.unv.org/CarbonWeb/public/uncital/speakerslog/692972e5-876f-420f-9429-444522d4493a (leading the Commission in singing—to the tune of “Home on the Range”—a song celebrating that “the Singapore Convention is live”).